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When a giant health care 
company wanted to

 save money, a foster baby 
paid the price

An orientation and mobility specialist slowly moves an amber rope light above D’ashon Morris’ eyes during a visual stim-
ulation therapy appointment at his Mesquite, Texas home. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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He was born three months too early, unable to breathe or eat on his own. But after a 
year of intense care in a foster home in Mesquite, D’ashon Morris had grown into 

a bright-eyed toddler who loved to cuddle and crawl.

He was still very sick. But he was giggling, babbling, grabbing for toys. Doctors described him as “happy and 
playful” and told his foster mother he would be healthy by the time he went to kindergarten.

That was before a giant health care company decided he didn’t need round-the-clock nursing care to keep 
him from suffocating. The decision would save Superior HealthPlan as much as $500 a day — and cost 
D’ashon everything.

“He would have lived a perfectly good life,” says Linda Badawo, the foster mother who adopted D’ashon. “If 
only they were paying attention to what I was saying.”

Texas pays Superior and other companies billions of dollars every year to arrange care for tens of thousands 
of kids like D’ashon: foster children, disabled children, chronically sick children. The companies promise to 
improve the lives of these kids, as well as adults with severe medical conditions and disabilities.

But under a system set up by the state, every dollar the companies don’t spend on health care they can use 
instead to hire high-powered lobbyists, pay millions in executive bonuses, and buy other businesses.

The state knows some companies are skimping on care to make profits but has failed to stop it.

The Dallas Morning News spent a year investigating the way Texas treats fragile and ailing residents who rely 
on Medicaid, the government insurance program for the poor and disabled.

We reviewed more than 70,000 pages of documents, including patient medical records and material that 
state officials and the companies tried to keep secret. We crunched financial and insurance-industry data and 
talked to hundreds of families, doctors and policy experts.

We found that state officials are protecting a booming multibillion-dollar industry while the most vulnera-
ble Texans wait in vain for wheelchairs, psychiatric drugs and doctors’ appointments. That system has failed 
countless disabled adults and sick children who can’t advocate for themselves.

Because of the recent resignations of its top officials, the state health commission said it could not make 
anyone available to discuss problems with corporate management of Medicaid. In a lengthy statement, it 
acknowledged many of the problems we found.

In response to our findings, the commission has asked the Legislature for more money to implement “a 
blueprint for protecting our fragile children in the Medicaid program and children in foster care,” including 
hiring 50 more people to help check on patients who might not be receiving adequate care.

The managed-care industry believes the program is “a model for providing patients the care they need,” Ja-
mie Dudensing, chief executive of the Texas Association of Health Plans, said in a statement.

Superior said it follows state guidelines. “We are fully committed to providing high quality care to all our 
members,” a spokeswoman said. “Our high consumer survey ratings, high quality scores and the growing 



number of consumers choosing our plan demonstrates the success we have had in delivering upon this com-
mitment.”

Superior, citing privacy laws, and the state declined to comment directly on the case of D’ashon Morris.

 A very sick baby

On May 2, 2015, D’ashon and his twin sister, D’asia, were born at just 25 weeks to an unknown father and a 
31-year-old mother who used cocaine and marijuana during her pregnancy, his medical records show.

The twins had severe birth defects. D’ashon tested positive for drugs and weighed less than 2 pounds at birth. 
Child Protective Services soon took custody of the babies.

When they were released from neonatal intensive care at Medical City Dallas Hospital, child welfare workers 
placed them in Badawo’s foster home, a two-story brick house she had opened just for children with complex 
medical needs.

Badawo filled a small bedroom with two cribs, stuffed animals, and toys that beeped and jingled and lit up, 
hoping they would help the babies develop their sight and hearing. D’ashon’s favorite turned out to be some-
thing simple: a rattle made of bright plastic keys.

Nurses worked in shifts to help Badawo, herself a pediatric nurse originally from Nigeria, keep the children 
alive and well.

D’ashon was the healthier of the two, but his diagnoses were 
extreme: bleeding in the brain, internal hemorrhaging, chronic 
lung disease, developmental delays. He needed a tube to pump 
nutrients into his stomach, and constant monitoring because 
his blood pressure or blood sugar would plummet.

But breathing was his greatest hurdle. For his first five months 
of life, he depended on a ventilator, which pushed oxygen into 
his lungs through a trach — a tracheostomy tube — threaded 
through a hole in his throat. Eventually he learned to breathe 
without the ventilator, but the trach remained to keep his 
windpipe open.

Trachs require constant upkeep. D’ashon couldn’t cough like 
normal babies, and if mucus built up in his lungs, he could 
contract pneumonia or choke to death.

So, as often as seven times an hour, nurses had to suction out 
his airway. Every 15 minutes, they checked his oxygen levels, 
his blood pressure and the feeding tube that plugged into his 
stomach through his belly.

The routine was working. D’ashon bounced and swayed to 
the sounds of Barney & Friends. When Badawo brought him 

D’ashon Morris rests in his crib as he receives breakfast 
through a gastronomy tube. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning 
News)



downstairs to join in family gatherings, he giggled and clapped. His favorite word was “Bye!”

Badawo fell in love with the twins — and they loved her back, lighting up whenever she was in the room, a 
caseworker wrote. In June 2016, she notified the child protection agency that she wanted to adopt D’ashon.
Despite her connection to the babies, though, she had little say over their lives.

 A new way to care for the sickest

From the moment D’ashon became a foster kid, Superior controlled his health care. Under a contract with 
Texas, the company manages care for all of the state’s 30,000 foster children, more than half of whom have 
special health needs.

A subsidiary of Missouri-based Centene Corp., Superior has become the biggest player in Texas’ move to 
put its sickest citizens into what’s known as “managed care.”

In the past, state officials ran the Medicaid program, processing millions of insurance claims and paying 
doctors and nurses directly.

But that system grew increasingly expensive, eating up a larger chunk of the state budget each year. It was 
plagued by fraud, and it didn’t guarantee good medical outcomes. People with uncontrolled asthma and 
diabetes, for example, often ended up in emergency rooms.

Under managed care, companies promise to cut the state’s costs while improving patients’ health by coordi-
nating doctors and specialists and emphasizing preventive care.

Texas sets some very broad standards — children are supposed to get all “medically necessary” treatment, 
for example. And its officials are supposed to ensure that corporate profits don’t climb at the expense of 
children like D’ashon.

In exchange for a flat monthly payment per 
person, the companies write the rules for 
medical care. They choose the doctors, decide 
how much to pay and pick which treatments 
to cover.

At first, managed-care programs focused 
mainly on healthy Texans, especially children 
who needed routine care like vaccinations.

But state lawmakers have expanded managed 
care to cover the very sick and disabled, as well 
as foster kids. Many of these new patients need 
a lot of expensive medical services — and by 
definition are past the time for basic preven-
tive care.

 
 

Linda Badawo, D’ashon’s adoptive mother, brushes his teeth. D’ashon is prone to 
illness if Badawo doesn’t maintain his oral hygiene. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning 
News)



 A dangerous habit

Months before his first birthday, D’ashon developed a dangerous new habit: pulling out his trach. Over and 
over. Three times within one 12-hour nursing shift. Twice within 15 minutes during another shift. He did 
this any chance he got, even in his sleep, according to months of nurses’ logs.

Each time he tugged out the trach, the hole in his throat would collapse and he’d begin to suffocate, risking 
brain damage or death. The nurse on duty would intervene, reinserting the tube and, often, forcing air back 
into his lungs.

The danger posed by D’ashon’s new habit was copiously documented in his medical records, child-welfare 
workers’ notes and in letters his doctors and nurses wrote to Superior. They recommended that instead of 
having a nurse care for him one-on-one 12 hours a day, he should have that nursing round-the-clock.
Instead, Superior sent Badawo a letter saying round-the-clock care was not medically necessary. In fact, the 
company said it planned to make D’ashon start sharing a nurse with his very sick sister.

Frightened by the idea that one nurse would have to juggle care for D’ashon and D’asia, Badawo fought 
Superior’s decision. She appealed first to Superior itself, because Texas requires parents to exhaust challenges 
with the companies before contacting the state.

One of D’ashon’s nurses submitted medical records to Superior showing the boy was in danger.

D’ashon “frequently pulls his trach out and requires immediate skilled nursing intervention to prevent fur-
ther developmental harm from lack of oxygenation, if not death,” the nurse wrote in a letter to the company.

Less than three weeks later, at the end of May 2016, Superior did what state records show it almost always 
does: It refused to change its decision.

The baby’s nurses were shocked, 
Badawo says. The two-patients-to-
one-nurse policy put them at risk of 
losing their licenses because it created 
a gut-wrenching dilemma: If D’ashon 
and D’asia both go into a crisis at the 
same time, which baby should they let 
die?

“They all quit,” Badawo says.

Pregnant with her third child, Badawo 
began to feel helpless and exhausted. She 
stopped working as a nurse so she could fill 
gaps in the twins’ care — even though state 
law prohibits companies from requiring 
parents to perform at-home nursing.

She called again and pleaded with Superior.

What is a 2:1 ratio?

When it comes to health care for the very sick and disabled, one of the biggest 
expenses is one-on-one home nursing. Although it’s cheaper than keeping patients 
in the hospital, this kind of nursing can cost as much as $50 an hour — or nearly a 
half-million dollars a year for patients receiving 24/7 care.

In 2016, records show, Superior HealthPlan found a way to cut those costs across its 
health program for foster children. It decided that in almost all cases, one nurse could 
take care of two sick kids in the same home. The company paired more than a dozen 
children. According to an internal report created by state nurses, that policy put kids 
in immediate danger because often, one nurse couldn’t watch over two children who 
could have a health crisis at any time.

SOURCE: Texas Health and Human Services Commission records



She says the company told her that if she couldn’t manage, she should have D’ashon moved to a different foster 
family.
 
 ‘Risk of death’

By July, D’ashon’s doctors were worried.

The baby “is requiring tracheal suctioning on average 2-7 times per hour,” wrote Dr. Heidi Roman with the 
Rees-Jones clinic for foster kids at Children’s Health in Dallas.

Going back to a 1:1 nurse ratio, and increasing the care to 24 hours a day, was a matter of life or death, the 
doctor wrote.

Several times that month, nurses couldn’t keep their fear and exasperation from seeping into their medical 
notes.

July 11, 2016: D’ashon pulled out his trach. The nurse stopped his sister’s lung treatment and changed his tube. 
“Very stressful doing so many things at a time for both.”

July, 13, 2016: “... trach suctioned while doing his sister’s breathing treatments” and stopping D’ashon “from 
pulling his tubes every second.”

July 20, 2016: “... transferring patient’s sister to her crib and noted patient struggling to breathe. Noted patient 
pull out his trach.”

All the notes and letters were sent to Superior with urgent requests for a nurse to focus on him alone. But on 
July 22, without having seen D’ashon, Superior again refused to pay for full-time nursing for him.

Badawo’s next step was to seek help from the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, the state agency 
that oversees Medicaid. She asked for what’s called a “fair hearing,” in which parents have a chance to argue 
their case before a commission employee.

The hearing officer, who is neither a lawyer nor a doctor, makes a decision based on one question: Did Superior 
follow the policy it wrote for itself?

 ‘They wouldn’t listen’

The state missed deadlines and didn’t hear Badawo’s case until August 2016.

From her living room, Badawo dialed in, thinking she was prepared. She had the nurses’ notes, the doctor’s 
letter, and information on D’ashon’s recent hospitalization for low blood sugar.

But Badawo didn’t realize she was about to face off against Superior’s high-powered medical expert: a lung spe-
cialist named William Brendle Glomb. Three years earlier, Glomb had been the top medical official at the state 
health commission, where he was involved in policy decisions as the agency was turning billions of dollars of 
business over to Superior and other companies.

The month he left that job, he took a senior position at Superior, where he often defends the company against 
appeals.



At the hearing on Aug. 2, Glomb dismissed all the documents arguing that D’ashon needed more nursing 
care.

“None of the letters of medical necessity, per se, were indeed letters of medical necessity,” Glomb said. “They 
weren’t particularly helpful.”

He took control of the hearing, suggesting a separate call, without the state but including one of D’ashon’s 
doctors, in a couple of days to discuss the nursing situation.

“I want to make sure that D’ashon has all the nursing that he and his sister need,” Glomb said, according to a 
recording of that call. “Obviously, we disagree that that’s 24/7, 365 for both of them but maybe we can come 
up with something together that is going to be a compromise.”

Instead, on a call the next day, Superior proposed a different solution: tying D’ashon’s hands with a “soft 
splint” so he couldn’t pull out his trach, state records show.

Badawo says she was horrified — state regulations bar using physical restraints on foster children in most 
situations. She refused.

“I was crying,” Badawo says. “I was screaming at the top of my voice, and they wouldn’t listen.”

 In on a private call

The next day, Dr. Glomb held what was supposed to be a private conference call with his Superior colleagues 
about D’ashon.

Inadvertently, the company had given the conference code to Badawo and Rachelle Seaton of Care Pro Home 
Health, the firm that supplied nurses for the twins.

Separately, the two women called in, unbeknownst to Superior, according to a lawsuit the company would 

Left: Nurse Beatrice Ohanele straps D’ashon into his car seat. His foster 
mother who later adopted him couldn’t convince Superior HealthPlan that 
D’ashon needed full-time nursing care to keep him from suffocating and 
risking brain damage by removing his trach.

Top: Under the watchful eye of Badawo, Ohanele wheels D’ashon to the car 
after a medical checkup. Despite his health problems, doctors said they felt 
confident that D’ashon would be healthy by the time he went to kindergar-
ten.  (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)



later file against Care Pro.

What they heard, Badawo says, was “how they’re going to convince my doctor to not give him 24/7 nursing 
care.”

Seaton recounted the phone call in an email to other nursing groups, asking if they had faced similar pres-
sure to have one nurse handle two sick kids.

“During their conversation, they discussed how home health agencies are idiots …,” the registered nurse 
wrote.

Glomb “recommended to his other Superior staff that they start communicating with the Dr.’s and try to con-
vince the Dr.’s that the children do not need the hours that are requested,” the email reads.

That was a serious accusation. Medicaid doesn’t allow health care companies to take away nursing hours or 
therapy without a formal medical assessment and a specific reason, such as marked improvement in health, 
that makes that care no longer necessary.

Glomb did not respond to a request for comment. Superior’s former CEO, Tom Wise, its public relations staff 
and its parent company, Centene Corp., did not return calls.

Jane Hardey of Marathon Strategies, a New York crisis communications firm hired by Superior, said the com-
pany reduced the nursing ratio after an investigation into home nursing showed the “high use of nurses at 
some foster homes, with more than five children with individual round the clock care that was not medically 
necessary.”

Superior dropped its cutback based on the 2:1 ratio but continued to limit D’ashon’s nursing hours to 17 
hours a day, still a significant savings for the company.

Seaton’s email ended up on the desk of Gary Jessee, the state’s Medicaid director at the time. She sent a fol-
low-up email on Aug. 22, 2016, in which she told Jessee about the entire ordeal.

Complaining about Superior, Seaton wrote, “I have never seen such an agency be so unethical.”

Companies like Superior have wide latitude to drive down payments to medical providers like Seaton’s firm 
or drop them altogether.

Shortly after the email, Superior stopped paying Seaton’s firm. On Sept. 20, Superior told the firm it was ter-
minating its contract. For Care Pro, it meant a substantial loss of business.

A Care Pro director wrote to state officials that Superior’s termination was “a clear case of retaliation” be-
cause the firm had raised concerns about D’ashon’s nursing.

Superior’s spokeswoman said Care Pro had been warned it was being terminated for a contract violation, but 
ultimately the firm wasn’t kicked out of the network.

By this time, Badawo felt defeated — and worried because she was booked on a long-planned trip to visit 
relatives in Africa.



 ‘The baby is coding’

When Badawo left for Nigeria, Child Protective Services temporarily placed D’ashon in a foster home in 
Forney, a common arrangement called respite care. D’asia stayed in a different home.

Ogechi Okusagah, a nurse who worked in the foster home that took in D’ashon, remembers the boy was 
“laughing and happy.”

He wasn’t her patient; she was there for a 2-year-old with a neurological disorder. She hadn’t been trained to 
care for patients with trachs.

On the morning of Oct. 5, Okusagah arrived before D’ashon’s nurse, who didn’t come on duty until about 7.

Simeon Jatto, the foster father, had already placed D’ashon in a baby walker so he could receive a breathing 
treatment, according to the police report and state records.

The baby’s pulse and oxygen level were normal, Jatto told police.

At some point during this treatment, Jatto, who declined to comment, went upstairs to the bathroom and 
left D’ashon in the room with Okusagah.

“I was busy with the other baby, when I heard the sound,” she told The News.

She looked around. D’ashon was facing the wall. She stopped what she was doing and went over to him.

D’ashon had dislodged his trach. He was choking.

She yelled for the foster parents to come help. They rushed in. D’ashon’s face was gray. Foam was coming out 
of his mouth. Jatto’s wife pulled out the trach tube and replaced it with a new one, according to the police 
report.

She began forcing air into his lungs.

Okusagah called 9-1-1 just after 7 a.m.

“The baby is coding!” she yelled.

The dispatcher sent units to the house.

“Oh, Jesus Christ,” the nurse said in the recorded call.

Medical equipment beeped in the background, indicating D’ashon’s heart had stopped and he had no pulse.

In the background, a voice said, “One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six …”

The dispatcher asked, “Ma’am, are y’all doing CPR?”

“Sixteen. Seventeen. Eighteen. Nineteen. Twenty …”



Seven minutes had gone by.

Eight minutes.

Nine.

Sirens howled in the background.

The nurse moaned.

“It’s taking too long to get here.”

 Still waiting for answers

Nurses and medics performed CPR for 40 minutes. When they reached Children’s Hospital in Dallas, the 
baby still had no pulse, his medical records show.

He was revived in the hospital — but not fully saved.

Badawo got the news via text, she says. She took the next flight from Nigeria to Texas, landing in Houston, 
and drove back to Dallas.

D’ashon had gone too long without oxygen in his brain, doctors told her.

He’s brain dead; he’ll be tethered to machines the rest of his life, needing a dozen drugs to keep him stable.

“I wasn’t shocked,” Badawo says. “This is what I was screaming about.”

The hospital discharged D’ashon on Oct. 21, 2016, more than two weeks after he stopped breathing.

Finally, Superior agreed to give him round-the-clock nursing. D’ashon, who has just turned 3, needs it even 
more now that he has seizures half a dozen times a day.

“He died to get the hours,” Badawo says.

Seaton, the director of the nursing firm, wrote once again to the state, in a seven-page letter detailing these 
events to Charles Smith, a former aide to Gov. Greg Abbott who then oversaw the state health commission.

“The incident is a direct result of the failed policies and callous actions of a managed care organization con-
tracted by the State of Texas to provide health care services to Texas Foster Children.”

“I have never seen a more egregious disregard for the well-being of a child in need of special care.”

Two months after D’ashon left the hospital, the state concluded that Superior’s 2:1 nursing ratio violated 
state and federal law — and endangered kids. Superior put the policy on hold after the state asked to review 
it.
What’s more, nurses inside the health department concluded Superior had inappropriately denied D’ashon’s 



nursing and was responsible for 
his brain damage. They recom-
mended the state fine the company 
$345,000, according to internal 
records obtained by The News.

But the company received no sanc-
tions or fines. A spokeswoman for 
the state said she could not com-
ment on that. Superior’s spokes-
woman said the company was not 
notified of such penalties.

At the beginning of 2017, Texas 
handed Superior tens of thousands 
more medically fragile kids to care 
for. That new contract is worth 
more than $440 million a year.

Superior had sued Care Pro to prevent the firm from discussing the phone call Seaton and Badawo had 
overheard; last May, lawyers for both sides signed a settlement that barred the nursing firm from talking 
about the matter.

Citing that agreement, Seaton declined to comment.

Badawo adopted D’ashon and his sister last summer.

Child-abuse investigators looked into D’ashon’s catastrophic injury and determined none of the caregivers 
was to blame, investigative records show.

Badawo has repeatedly contacted the state health commission, asking what is being done to hold Superior 
accountable, but she’s gotten no answers.

“If only they could say, ‘Linda we messed up,’” Badawo says, holding back tears. “‘We messed up, and we’re 
going to fix it.’

“It would heal my heart.”

The News began this investigation in January 2017, the month we obtained Seaton’s letter describing events 
that left an unnamed foster child in “a persistent vegetative state.” We asked the state about the case.

Soon after, late on a Friday night, the health commission’s top communications officer, Enrique Marquez, 
sent a short text-message response:

“Re: trach tube,” Marquez wrote to The News, he couldn’t give any details, citing federal health privacy laws.

“But there is no ‘there’ there.”

D’ashon recieves light and visual stimuli during therapy. He was left in a vegetative state when 
his brain received no oxygen for an extended period after he pulled out his trach. (Tom Fox/The 
Dallas Morning News)



Last September, he was promoted from spokesman to deputy executive commissioner in charge of Medicaid 
managed care.

CORRECTION: 3:18 p.m., June 6, 2018. An earlier version of this story incorrectly identified Tom Wise as CEO of 
Superior HealthPlan. He is the former CEO; today he is regional senior vice president of health plans for Centene 
Corp., Superior’s parent company.



As patients suffer, 
companies profit

By J. David McSwane and Andrew Chavez
Published June 4, 2018

Years of poor state oversight 
have allowed companies to 

skimp on essential care for sick 
kids and disabled adults

Heather Powell, who became paralyzed after being shot, reacts to a drop in her blood sugar before eating lunch in
her San Antonio apartment. Last year, Superior HealthPlan cut Powell’s home care to seven hours a day (Tom Fox/The 
Dallas Morning News)
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Day after day, Heather Powell lay in bed, in pain, in her small San Antonio apart-
ment. For two years she languished there, staring at the ceiling, watching cop 

dramas on Netflix, surfing the Internet with a computer mouse tucked under her chin.

She had been almost completely paralyzed from the neck down in a shooting more than a decade earlier. 
These days she found some joy in the only human relationships she had left, with the helpers who washed 
her body and cooked her food and laughed at her jokes.

A state program was supposed to give Powell, now 38, enough help so she could live at home, rather than in 
a nursing home. But the hydraulic lift that moved her to the shower or a wheelchair broke, trapping her in 
bed.

There was no sign of the special mattress her doctors had prescribed to relieve pain and prevent the sores 
that can kill immobilized people. No sign of the gadget that would allow her to turn on the lights or adjust 
the thermostat with her voice — even after a nurse hired by the state wrote a scathing report about Powell’s 
suffering.

Last spring came the cruelest cut. Superior HealthPlan, the company Texas paid to manage her care, said it 
was cutting the hours of the aides who helped her get through each day. Rather than spending 12 hours a day 
with her, they would be around for just seven.

Alone for 17 hours a day. Unable to move. In pain.

Powell began to plan her suicide.

Texas is supposed to provide a reasonable quality of life to poor, sick people like Powell, who need long-term 
care that was once available only in nursing homes. The state used to pay for that care directly, writing checks 
to doctors and home-care agencies.

When Texas turned over many of its health programs to private companies to manage, they promised to save 
taxpayers millions while delivering better health care to more than 4 million Texans, including about 720,000 
medically fragile children and adults.

But years of inept state regulation have allowed corporations to profit as they skimp on care for sick kids and 
disabled adults in the program known as Medicaid managed care. And Texas health officials have hidden the 
full extent of the problems from the public.

The Dallas Morning News has identified hundreds of cases in which essential medical care was delayed, de-
nied or not delivered to people with critical health needs.

We reviewed thousands of pages of documents, including patient medical files, corporate financial records 
and state records gathered through 160 public-information requests. We analyzed state data and talked to 
hundreds of people: patients, policy experts and medical professionals.



Here’s what we found:

• At least 8,000 Texans like Powell — disabled people trying to stay out of nursing homes — have major 
unmet medical needs. The state hasn’t even studied the care of other disabled adults or ailing children.

• Complaints are growing from patients and their families who say the private health care companies are 
refusing critical services. Since 2014, appeals of such decisions have risen 26 percent in the program for 
the elderly and disabled and 31 percent in the program for foster children.

• The companies providing care get to decide what treatments are “medically necessary,” and the state often 
fails to challenge or even review policy changes that can deny care to thousands of patients. In 2016, state 
regulators found one such change by Superior HealthPlan was illegal — but only after a baby named 
D’ashon Morris suffered catastrophic brain damage.

• Medically vulnerable patients struggle to find doctors as the health care companies vastly overstate 
how many doctors are in their networks. As we will detail in part 3, the companies haven’t hired nearly 
enough “care coordinators” to connect people with treatment, and those they do hire are overwhelmed 
by too many cases.

• When somebody gets hurt, the state rarely does anything about it, as we will show in part 4. From 2013 
to 2016, the state fined the companies just $12.4 million, or two-hundredths of a cent for every one dollar 
Texas paid them in those years.

The managed-care industry asserts that it saves Texas about a billion dollars a year while improving the 
health of children, reducing asthma cases and short-term complications from diabetes. Disabled adults, the 
industry says, also benefit, showing lower rates of certain infections and pneumonia.

The Texas health commission did not provide us with independent analysis to confirm those savings and said 
it could not arrange an interview with state executives. Health Commissioner Charles Smith announced his 
retirement last month. Weeks earlier, The News requested an interview and his staff was working to provide 
answers to our questions.

“Our most important mission is making sure people get the services they need,” commission spokeswoman 
Carrie Williams ultimately said in a lengthy statement.

“All of these challenges have our ongoing attention and need to be strengthened in order for us to have a 
successful program,” she added.

Whatever benefits managed care may have for healthy kids, our investigation shows it’s not working for sick 
people. That’s because the system provides perverse incentives for health care companies.

“The only way to make money is to deny medically necessary care,” says Peter Hofer, a senior litigator for 
Disability Rights Texas, which represents Medicaid patients and foster children. “It’s a bad model.”

Hofer was involved in landmark litigation that created many of the state rules that companies are supposed 
to follow.

The Texas Legislature embraced managed care two decades ago as a way to curb soaring Medicaid costs. Like 
HMOs — health maintenance organizations — in the private sector, Medicaid managed-care companies 
promised to negotiate low rates for doctors and hospitals, slash spending on unnecessary services and do a 
better job of weeding out fraud.

The companies also pledged to improve health outcomes through “coordinated care” that would ensure pa-



tients got treatment and access to preventive checkups and vaccinations.

In return for all of this, Texas promised the companies a modest profit.

The first managed-care programs focused on relatively healthy patients, mainly poor children. But the elder-
ly and disabled, who make up less than a quarter of the people in the program, account for more than half of 
Medicaid spending in Texas.

Texas soon became a national leader in the effort to put more vulnerable people into managed care. In 2008, 
it chose Superior as the only health plan available to foster children.

Over time, the state rolled the elderly and disabled into managed care, too. And last year, lawmakers ignored 
warning signs as they expanded the program to cover children who qualify for Social Security disability 
benefits or depend on machines for eating and breathing.

Today, Texas and the federal government pay about $11.7 billion a year for the programs that care for the 
state’s sickest citizens. Nine out of 10 of those patients rely on five giant corporations: Superior, Amerigroup, 
Cigna, Molina and United Healthcare.

Texans with complex medical needs are now the most profitable, on a per-person basis, for the companies in 
Medicaid managed care, financial data shows.



The companies told state regulators last year that they netted $147 million on fragile patients alone.

 Few — but damning — studies
Managed care comes with inherent tension: Doctors and the companies argue over what care is necessary, 
with patients caught in the middle.

So how often do the companies refuse to pay for treatment or services that doctors say are necessary? The 
state health commission said it has no idea.

While the companies do report some information, it is dotted across thousands of spreadsheets. And audi-
tors have repeatedly warned that companies often supply unreliable and misleading data.

Texas pays health care companies a higher monthly fee to provide at-home care for people like Powell, who 
would otherwise be confined to nursing homes. In 2013, lawmakers became alarmed at how fast this pro-
gram was growing and raised concerns that the managed-care companies were needlessly putting people 
into it just to make more money. The Legislature ordered a study.

So in 2015, nurses traveled the state to check on a small sample of people in the program.

The News obtained records created during that study and discovered that the nurses found problems in 
more than a third of the 272 cases they reviewed.

Many patients needed but didn’t get skilled nursing — a benefit for which the state pays extra. Some patients 
waited hundreds of days for basic supplies like adult diapers and wipes. One woman spent half a year trying 
to get a walker despite her history of falls.

The nurses flagged George Berry, a 55-year-old diabetic man who has lost most of his eyesight and needed a 
nurse’s help to make sure he took the right amount of insulin.

Citing privacy concerns, an Amerigroup spokeswoman wouldn’t comment on that case, but said the compa-
ny hired extra people to make sure its clients are getting what they need.

“Amerigroup worked quickly and collaboratively” with the state heath commission to address problems 
identified by the nurses, said Olga Gallardo of Anthem, the health care giant that owns Amerigroup.

But three years later, Berry told The News he still hasn’t received home nursing and has ended up in the 
emergency room several times because he took too much insulin.

“I haven’t seen a nurse in so long, I don’t know what they smell like,” he says.

The company’s profit margin from this program, 6 percent over the last four years according to our analysis 
of state data, far exceeds what other companies have pocketed. It netted almost $400 million, more than all 
the other health care companies combined.

Last year, the nurses went out again, checking this time on 358 disabled patients. Again, The News got the 
underlying records.



One in 5 of the patients had unmet needs so severe that nurses recommended health regulators immediate-
ly intervene. Almost 20 people were at risk of serious injury because they weren’t getting the services they 
needed, including some with dementia who had no help.

Some patients hadn’t seen a nurse in years, or had ill-fitting or painful dentures, cavities and rotting teeth.

In some cases, the companies had rejected valid claims. In others, they hadn’t followed through on the needs 
they knew existed.

When the nurses embarked on the 2017 study, they carefully chose the patients they visited, using the same 
techniques as social scientists to make sure their sample was representative. That method, combined with 
some basic statistics, would allow them to estimate how many disabled patients might be at risk.

They never published that estimate; the state instead downplayed the significance of the problems in a vague 
report to lawmakers.

So we did the estimate for them. Using the most conservative assumptions, we found that at least 8,000 pa-
tients — and as many as 14,000 — in that program may be going without the services they need. That’s out 

of about 50,000 total.

There is no similar data for medically fragile children, foster kids or dis-
abled Texans who aren’t in the program for keeping patients out of nurs-
ing homes.

But a report released in April by outside researchers, based on 22,000 
patient records, also found serious problems. For example, at two compa-
nies, at least two-thirds of the patients who needed personal assistance at 
home weren’t getting it.

Managed-care companies in Texas have the power to write their own 
policies about what is “medically necessary care.” Those rules aren’t sup-
posed to be stingier than federal and state standards. Children are entitled 
to receive individual assessments of their needs — and to have all those 
needs met.

But Superior has used its policy-writing power to deny care, regardless 
of what each child might need, according to state records and dozens of 
interviews with advocates, disability lawyers and parents across the state.

Jane Hardey, a crisis communications expert hired by Superior, said the 
company follows state parameters on issues like medical necessity, home 
nursing and reauthorizing treatment. She called accusations that the com-
pany is denying care to save money “categorically false.”

In 2014, Superior decided that only specialists, not family doctors, could test children for allergies, accord-
ing to state emails and legal filings. Within months, state regulators were dealing with a crisis: Children 
in rural areas couldn’t get allergy treatment. The company had no specialists in 63 counties, court records 
show, forcing patients to travel hundreds of miles to find a doctor.



“Superior’s strategy is to deny as many claims as possible, regardless of the service or provider,” says Casey 
Low, an Austin lawyer who represents family doctors suing Superior over that policy change. “If they can 
cover more people, but pay less out in services, they make more money.”

Similarly, the company changed its rules in 2016 to require one nurse to care for two very sick patients, a 
move that effectively cut its costs in half. The state later determined that policy was illegal, according to 
records obtained by The News, but not until more than a dozen foster children across the state were put in 
danger.

Doctors, home therapists and disabled people have complained to state health officials and the Legislature 
for years that Superior was creating unnecessary roadblocks designed to deny care and save money. Critics 
cite onerous paperwork for doctors and multiple layers of screenings and approvals before the company will 
allow treatments.

“I believe that this particular managed-care organization is putting children’s lives in danger to make a prof-
it,“ says Dr. Ruchi Kaushik, a pediatric specialist in San Antonio who treats medically fragile children.

“We shouldn’t put children’s lives at risk, just so someone can make some money.”

For patients of managed-care companies in general, the problems are getting worse, data shows.

Formal complaints that managed-care companies are refusing needed treatment have jumped as lawmakers 
have moved more and more people into 
their care, according to state data.

The trend is especially pronounced in 
the programs for foster children and the 
disabled, where the rate of these complaints 
has almost tripled since 2008.

Filing a formal appeal is even more compli-
cated than making a complaint. But appeals 
have jumped 27 percent in the programs 
for foster children, the elderly and disabled 
since 2014.
 
 
‘I would rather not be alive’
A year ago, Heather Powell got a visit from a registered nurse hired by the state, investigating a complaint 
about her care. Sara Goodman found that Superior had been collecting thousands of dollars a month to 
provide Powell everything she needed to live at home — including $5,000 for the lift, a special mattress and 
voice-activated controls. But she didn’t get the equipment.

“She has not been out of the bed for more than one year except for transfer by ambulance to medical ap-
pointments,” the nurse wrote in her report.

“She is a young, intelligent person who wants to live in her home and participate in the community,” the 



goal of the Medicaid program she was 
in, Goodman added in an internal 
memo obtained by The News.

“Superior has failed to address this 
member’s needs,” wrote Goodman, who 
did not respond to a request for com-
ment.

The same year it was skimping on care 
for Powell and countless others, Superi-
or lost $5.7 million through its contract 
to provide long-term care for disabled 
people — its first loss after three years of 
profitability.

That summer, the state pressed Superior 
to supply the things Powell needed, a 
commission spokeswoman said. But the 
company provided only a thin gel mat-
tress topper, a much cheaper option that 
caused her pain.

“This is a complex case,” said Williams, the Health and Human Services spokeswoman. “Our staff worked 
hard behind the scenes on a number of very specific items to help improve her care and quality of life.”

Soon after, Superior cut her personal attendants’ hours.

“If I were to lose these hours,” Powell remembers thinking, “I would rather not be alive.”

She began planning to kill herself by overdosing on her blood-pressure medicine, she says.

But the more she thought about Superior’s reductions, the angrier she got at the company. Rather than give 
up, she called a disability lawyer and asked for help fighting Superior.

By February, Powell had developed ulcers on her lower back.

That’s when The News asked the health commission questions about Powell’s case. Within a few weeks, Supe-
rior set up her special mattress, which constantly shifts and redistributes her weight to prevent ulcers.

Her pain quickly became less severe, she says, and she needed fewer drugs to get through the day.

The company also restored the number of hours that personal attendants would be around to help her take 
her medicine and clean her wounds and place an electric blanket on her when her temperature drops.

She’s relieved, but she says she spends a lot of time worrying for others who might be suffering.

“Can you imagine,” she asks, “how many people they probably do that to?”

Heather Powell gets a hug from her counselor, Russell Gainer, after a weekly ses-
sion at home. Powell also has a physical therapist who visits her regularly. After 
Superior HealthPlan cut her personal attendants’ hours, she started planning 
to kill herself by overdosing on her blood-pressure medication. (Tom Fox/The 
Dallas Morning News)



Texas pays 
companies billions 
for ‘sham networks’ 

of doctors
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Managed-care companies 
overstate the number of 

physicians available to treat the 
state’s sickest patients

Marta Whitworth struggled to find a psychiatrist for her foster son. Without his medication, the boy threatened a sibling 
with a knife and had a mental breakdown at school. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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Marta Whitworth’s 12-year-old foster son needed antipsychotic drugs to 
tame the violent outbursts that doctors attributed to fetal alcohol syn-

drome.
When the boy’s psychiatrist retired last summer, Whitworth looked for a replacement within driving dis-
tance of her home in Kosse, a small town about 45 miles southeast of Waco. Because the child is in the Texas 
foster-care program, a company paid by the state must handle all of his health care.

A Superior HealthPlan “service coordinator” gave Whitworth a list of about a dozen psychiatrists the boy 
could go to — the only ones he could go to. But when she called, not one would give him an appointment 
within six months, she says. Several said they don’t accept Superior patients.

Off his drugs for weeks, the boy threatened a sibling with a knife, shouting and repeating phrases over and 
over. Then he had a mental breakdown at school, Whitworth says. He screamed, threw chairs and ended up 
in a psych ward.

“He was hospitalized for four days,” says Whitworth, a school bus driver. “We could have avoided it if a doc-
tor would have seen him.”

Her family’s experience is a symptom of a much larger problem with what’s known as Medicaid managed 
care, The Dallas Morning News found.

The companies Texas hires to care for its sickest citizens — foster children, chronically ailing kids, elderly 
and disabled adults — have been vastly overstating the number of doctors and specialists available to treat 
them.

In their published networks, the companies include many physicians who aren’t taking new patients, don’t 
accept government-funded health plans, or aren’t even treating Texans anymore. And state health officials 
know it.

In February, we tried to contact every psychiatrist Superior listed as available to help foster kids.

We called the main phone number in the company’s online directory for each doctor and asked the staff if 
they could schedule a new-patient appointment for a foster child. Only 9 percent could.

In the end, we found just 34 psychiatrists across the state who could take a foster child as a new patient. 
There are more than 30,000 foster kids — more than a third of whom need counseling, according to state 
data.

In Dallas, just seven out of 119 psychiatry offices we called within an hour’s drive of downtown said they 
were actually accepting new patients. Not one was within the city limits.

“Some of these networks are really, truly a sham,” says Dr. John Burruss, chief executive of Metrocare Ser-
vices, a nonprofit mental health clinic in Dallas.

Superior disputed our findings.



“We do not believe that the method you followed for selecting providers on our website is representative of 
the approach our members would follow,” said Jane Hardey of Marathon Strategies, a New York public rela-
tions firm representing Superior.

The state has done little to verify the accuracy of managed-care companies’ network directories, and when it 
has found problems, it has often given the companies a pass.

Nor have state officials addressed a primary reason networks are so limited: low pay for doctors and their 
staffs.

Meanwhile, many children can’t get hearing aids, or allergy treatments, or drugs to treat depression and 
mood disorders.

The state says it is cracking down on companies that don’t have enough doctors. It has told at least 16 health 
care groups, including Superior, to submit plans for how they’re going to fix holes in their networks, said 
Carrie Williams, a spokeswoman for the state health commission.

“Having an adequate network of providers is a longstanding challenge for Texas that predates managed care,” 
Williams said in a statement.

 Failed networks
Federal regulators require states that hand off Medicaid to private companies to hire outside researchers to 
study, among other things, how hard it is for patients to get the care they need. Since 2002, Texas has used a 
team at the University of Florida to do its quality assessments.

In 2016, the group began conducting “secret shopper” calls, in which academics pose as patients trying to 
arrange doctors appointments. When the undercover callers tried to get mental health care through the 
state’s program for the elderly and disabled, only about 1 in 5 accepted the plan and were able to schedule an 
appointment, according to public documents The News obtained through open-records requests.

About 27 percent of the doctors they called said they didn’t take Medicaid. The next year, researchers found 
that trend had gotten worse — 38 percent of doctors said they weren’t taking the government program.

But the state gave several health care companies passing grades for appointment availability. How? It just 
didn’t count all the doctors whose phone numbers didn’t work or who didn’t accept Medicaid.

Without those doctors in the sample, it appeared that more than 88 percent of doctors listed in company 
networks could see a patient within days or weeks. But in reality, only 14 percent of doctors were taking 
appointments.

Specialists are most likely to care for extremely sick Texans. For a decade, health officials collected data track-
ing how many of them, including heart and lung doctors, dotted the state’s 254 counties.

But the state failed to analyze the data until late last year, when regulators found large swaths of Texas with-
out available specialists.

The state has no idea how many Texans can’t find specialists, though. That’s because the health commission 



never asked researchers to do the “se-
cret shopper” study for most special-
ties.

So The News did its own study. We 
called a random sample of the spe-
cialist providers listed in networks 
for three managed-care companies: 
Superior, Amerigroup and United 
Healthcare. We made almost 300 calls 
and tested six key specialities.

Of the offices we reached, 2 out of 5 
of them said they either didn’t accept 
the Medicaid plan for which they were 
listed or the specialist was no longer 
at the office. That suggests 8,000 to 
11,000 of the 25,000 specialist listings 
would lead patients to a dead end.

Those barriers can have devastating consequences.

Velma Castillo, a San Antonio woman in the health program for the disabled, couldn’t get help from Superior 
when she needed treatment for bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, conditions that caused her to lash out at 
her family and disappear for days.

“Just to get her medicine, she would go to the hospital for two weeks,” says her daughter, Sofia Reyes. “More 
than a hundred times.”

In May 2016, after Superior failed to help a different patient find psychiatric care in the same county where 
Castillo lives, state employees called 33 different offices, according to state records.

They found only one that would see the patient.

 Foster children at risk
The state never conducted a secret shopper study for the network charged with taking care of the state’s foster 
children.

So, we did.

We called all 377 psychiatrists listed in the STAR Health program, the Medicaid managed-care plan for foster 
kids, and asked if the doctor listed in the directory was seeing new patients. Almost 45 percent of our calls 
reached a wrong number, or we were told the psychiatrist was no longer at the office we phoned.

Telephone numbers were disconnected or rang in hospital emergency rooms or were answered by fax ma-
chines.

Velma Castillo, arriving home after picking up her granddaughter at school,  
couldn’t get help from Superior HealthPlan when she needed treatment for bipo-
lar disorder and schizophrenia. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)



Seven psychiatrists listed at UT Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas were not affiliated with the hospital, 
according to a spokesman.

Some offices said they hadn’t accepted Medicaid patients in years — or they never did — including Psymed 
Solutions and Aesthetics, a boutique firm in Plano whose services include Botox injections and cellulite 
removal for adults.

Almost 14 percent of the providers we called didn’t accept Superior’s plan for foster kids; 9 percent weren’t 
accepting new patients.
 
 A decade of evidence
Network problems are not a surprise to the state. As early as 2008, auditors had warned that there were “sig-
nificant deficiencies” with Amerigroup’s.

In 2011, auditors looked at a tiny piece of Superior’s specialist network and found the company had only 712 
specialists in Lubbock, not the 1,554 it listed, according to state records.

Just last year, state regulators found that at least a dozen children in Bexar County — the San Antonio region 
— couldn’t get hearing aids. Superior didn’t have a single audiologist there.

There were hearing-aid specialists in the area, but state records show they refused to work with Superior 
because of “low reimbursement” and “difficulties in obtaining payment,” according to emails we obtained 
through open-records requests.

The problem could have long-term consequences, a state employee wrote in one of the emails: “Delay in 
receiving timely pediatric hearing aid services can affect the children’s ability to speak.”

Companies like Superior and Amerigroup collect a set fee per patient, a payment known as a “capitation.” 
They get the money whether or not the patients visit doctors. When patients do seek treatment, the compa-
nies want to pay as little for it as possible.

“These companies are looking for physicians who are willing to take a lower rate,” says Dr. Linda Villarreal, a 
geriatrics doctor in the border town of Edinburg who sits on the board of the Texas Medical Association.

“Therefore, their network is very, very small.

“Their process of denials is deny, deny and deny until you just can’t anymore,” she says.

In San Antonio, Dr. Armando Garza says many of the children he sees have gotten worse as they waited 
months for physical and speech therapy, in limbo because of what he called Superior’s “stalling game.”

“It seems like it’s to try to save money on their end,” he says. “The kids are suffering.

“I can’t see the amount of Medicaid patients that I was seeing before,” Garza says. “I had to slow down be-
cause they’re not paying anybody, and all of our time is wasted on getting approvals,” or appealing denials.
A Superior spokeswoman called accusations that the company is denying care to save money “categorically 
false.”



 ‘Strategic narrowing’
State records suggest some companies may be intentionally thinning their networks in hopes of reducing 
doctor visits and bolstering their profits.

In Houston, Texas Children’s Hospital has accused Amerigroup of deliberately cutting back on its pediatric 
network to save money. The hospital didn’t join the company’s network because the payments were too low, 
an executive wrote to the state.

Yet its doctors were being inundated with Amerigroup’s most fragile children as though they “had nowhere 
else to turn for pediatric care,” hospital representatives wrote to the state health commission last year. They 
also accused Amerigroup of “strategic narrowing” of its networks to save money.

The hospital continued to see severely sick children in Amerigroup’s plan on an “out of network” basis, a 
hospital spokeswoman said, because Texas Children’s employed the only specialists in the region who could 
treat certain conditions.

Instead of cracking down on Amerigroup, records show state regulators repeatedly gave the company a pass 
on its poor network in the Houston region.

Amerigroup’s plan for fragile children in the Houston area netted the company more than $3,400 per child in 
its first 10 months — one of the highest profit margins of any plan in any part of the state. Texas Children’s, 
meanwhile, lost $3,000 per child.

Olga Gallardo, an Amerigroup spokeswoman, blames Texas Children’s, which she says refused to accept the 
company’s “fair” contract terms.

Nearby, in Jefferson and Orange counties, Amerigroup is responsible for 3,000 patients, but as of late last year 
there wasn’t a single ear, nose and throat doctor to serve them, according to state data.

The company is working to recruit more doctors and is expanding its telemedicine offerings, Gallardo says.

“Amerigroup is committed to maintaining a robust care provider network of more than 60,000 care providers 
across the state to ensure our consumers have access to high quality health care,” she says.

 Uncoordinated care

One of the main reasons Texas pays $22 billion a year to managed-care companies is to improve patients’ 
health through case managers whose job is to help sick people and busy foster parents find doctors.

In fact, care coordination is the chief benefit cited by the managed-care industry’s lobbying group.

“Texans who need specialized care and services benefit the most from managed care, because the system 
ensures each family has a nurse or social worker to coordinate care and help patients navigate the maze of 
traditional health care services,” Jamie Dudensing, chief executive of the Texas Association of Health Plans, 
said in a statement.

“More than that, care coordinators work to get patients a range of services that go far beyond traditional 



Medicaid, including meal coordination, home modifications, housing, and transportation.”

But the companies haven’t hired enough coordinators, and those they have on staff are often referring pa-
tients to dead-ends, the state’s own research shows. A report last year by the nonpartisan Legislative Budget 
Board found that “most members in managed care programs receive minimal or no coordination services 
from their managed care organization.”

Worse, patients “with the highest needs often experience the largest gaps in access to services that should be 
coordinated by their managed care organization.”

For example, these coordinators serve under 20 percent of foster kids, according to several state studies, even 
as the state pays Superior more than $10,000 a year per child. One report blames uncoordinated case man-
agement for the fact that many foster children aren’t getting mental-health treatment.

For the quarter-of-a-million elderly and disabled people in Medicaid managed care, coordination is even 
worse. Year over year, more of those Texans have reported difficulty getting doctor appointments and more 
basic assistance.

In 2001, Jake Billingsley had a stroke, which impaired his brain function. The 69-year-old’s thoughts can run 
wild, and he can’t finish basic tasks.

He used to have a personal attendant, a service managed-care companies are cutting systemwide, The News 
found. But for a year and a half, he’s struggled to get help with preparing meals and cleaning his home out-
side Llano, where the kitchen and bathroom are filthy, and dirty laundry is piled high.

Right now, he doesn’t have a service coordinator — and says he feels abandoned. “It certainly has pushed me 
a hell of a lot closer to death,” Billingsley says. “I feel ashamed, living like this.”

Staff writer Jackie Wang contributed to this report.

CORRECTION: 3:18 p.m., June 6, 2018. An earlier version of this story incorrectly blamed a stroke for causing 
Jake Billingsley’s blindness in one eye. That condition is congenital; the stroke caused other issues including prob-
lems with brain function.
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Texas fails to act 
when health-care 

companies put 
patients in peril

“Taxpayers are not getting their money’s worth on this,” says Nancy Toll, who led a state team of nurses that found wide-
spread problems with managed care for the poor and vulnerable. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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Responding to a stern rebuke from Gov. Greg Abbott, the state health 
commission says it’s cracking down on medical companies that get bil-

lions of taxpayer dollars each year but shortchange sick and vulnerable Tex-
ans.
As proof of its tough new attitude, the agency is fining the companies $11.7 million for failing to provide 
medical care for hundreds of elderly and disabled people in 2017.

There’s just one problem: Regulators had originally recommended penalties of more than $102 million, sanc-
tions that were quietly reduced by top health officials, The Dallas Morning News has learned.

The health-care companies left patients in horrifying conditions, says Nancy Toll, who headed the team of 
nurses who found the problems that sparked the fines. Medicaid managed-care organizations were leaving 
patients with dementia at home without any help, for instance, and not providing basic equipment like walk-
ers and adult diapers.

“Taxpayers are not getting their money’s worth on this,” Toll says, but health commission leaders “keep ev-
erything under wraps.”

The Texas Health and Human Services Commission has routinely hidden the magnitude of managed-care 
companies’ failures, even as frontline regulators have recommended hundreds of millions of dollars in penal-
ties, The News found.

Based on thousands of pages of internal state records and interviews with current and former state workers, 
we found:

• The state has reduced sanctions for managed-care companies by at least $395 million — and probably 
much more. Three current and former health commission employees independently confirmed that 
Medicaid directors wiped away hundreds of millions of dollars in sanctions before they could be record-
ed in official logs.

• Each time the state finds problems with a company, the firm is supposed to generate what’s called a “cor-
rective action plan,” detailing steps it will take to shape up. But the health commission didn’t track those 
corrective measures to determine what, if anything, had improved; the agency compiled a decade’s worth 
of infractions only after The News asked, and the status of the fixes was not clear.

• The data the state uses to track how taxpayer money is spent comes from the companies and is often 
invalid or misleading. In 2015, regulators learned one company was double-counting millions of dollars 
of expenses — but the company not only stayed in the Medicaid managed-care program but got billions 
in new business.

• The state has looked at tiny samples of the companies’ receipts but has still found that every year they 
misspend tens of millions of dollars on things like lobbying, entertainment, lawsuit settlements and 
payments to their corporate owners. Auditors urged the health commission to dig deeper, but it rarely 
followed up.

• The officials who ran the state health commission and its managed-care programs communicated fre-
quently with lobbyists for the health care companies, which are also major contributors to the campaigns 
of the governor and legislators, according to records obtained by The News.

Staff members complained to us that the companies went directly to top state officials to get penalties re-



duced or removed.

 A new ‘methodology’
In late 2017, as The News began asking the state about pervasive problems in Medicaid managed care, the 
state was making a major cutback to penalties stemming from serious lapses in care for disabled patients.

First, regulators cut the original $102.2 million in penalties by more than half, to $40.6 million. An agen-
cy spokeswoman said the records we obtained about the original fines were “an initial draft from technical 
staff.”

On Jan 11 of this year, the staff recommended $8.1 million in fines — 20 percent of the total at the time. 
Charles Smith, the longtime aide Abbott had appointed in 2016 to run the Health and Human Services 
Commission, didn’t want to do the 20 percent option and instead wanted 100 percent, but ordered the staff 
to “validate the methodology” first, according to a memo.

The next week, Smith met with Abbott’s office to discuss the fines. And three days later, on a Saturday, Abbott 
sent a a scathing letter:

“The details my staff relayed about the inadequate care by some of the managed care organizations (MCOs) 
is of great concern to me,” the governor wrote. Though in general managed care has been good for Texas, he 
wrote, the commission’s failure to protect the most vulnerable Texans is “particularly disturbing.”

The letter turned heads in Austin. As governor, Abbott is ultimately in control of the commission, but his 
office rarely gets involved in such nitty-gritty details. And Smith was an Abbott favorite, having worked for 
him for a decade when he was attorney general.

Abbott’s letter called for a new methodology for deciding what the state should fine problem companies. He 
also called for deciding if failures are “systemic.”

Smith soon responded to Abbott’s rebuke, promising to establish a new methodology for penalties, to track 
systemic issues for which the companies should be fined, and to expand reviews of the programs that cover 
foster kids and medically fragile children.

 Sloppy data, shoddy oversight
Through the Texas Public Information Act and other sources, The News obtained data and records detailing 
violations by managed-care companies from 2009 to 2017.

Between fiscal years 2009 and 2016, four companies collectively got a pass on $12.6 million in fines: Superior 
Healthplan, Amerigroup, Cigna HealthSpring and Molina.

But the official accounting often doesn’t tell the whole story. For instance, data provided by the commission’s 
media office shows that in 2012, the state fined those companies $5.2 million.

Separate — and more detailed — internal records obtained by The News show rank-and-file staffers had 
recommended about $17.1 million for the third quarter of 2012 alone. They came up with that figure by 
counting up hundreds of violations, including improper denials of home care and prescriptions and repeated 



failures by companies to maintain an adequate network of doctors.

The next year, auditors noted that Superior HealthPlan, which covers more Texans than any other Medicaid 
managed-care company, had been hit with $800,000 in sanctions in December 2012. But the commission’s 
accounting includes no record of that.

Instead, the commission’s records show it sanctioned Superior only $51,750 for the 12-month period.

When The News asked for records detailing how many times the state had suspended problem companies 
from enrolling new patients in Medicaid managed care, the agency said it would charge more than $1,800 to 
track down and produce the records.

When we asked about a specific suspension, issued to Molina, the commission said there were no records. 
When we pressed further, a spokeswoman sent two separate suspension letters, which showed Molina had 
been barred from enrolling new clients for about nine months in 2013.

The company’s network of doctors and specialists had become woefully inadequate after it slashed what it 
paid for medical care in the Rio Grande Valley.

 Problems with Amerigroup
Senior health officials have often ignored the findings of their own auditors and contract watchdogs.

For example, regulators found that Amerigroup — the second-biggest player in Medicaid managed care — 
had been submitting unreliable and misleading data to the state since at least 2015, according to internal 
records obtained by The News.

The company was double-counting the services it provided, reporting at least $18 million in duplicate pay-
ments, the records show.

Regulators said the 
flawed data created “a 
significant concern” 
about the overall integ-
rity of what’s known as 
encounter data — actual 
payments for services 
provided to patients, 
according to a memo re-
ceived by Smith months 
before he left the com-
mission.

“Any reporting from the 
agency that uses encoun-
ter data is potentially 
inaccurate,” they wrote, 
“including any reporting 

“What I experienced, looking at these cases, was a level of hopelessness that was very hard for me to process,” 
says Nancy Toll, who led a state team of nurses that reviewed Medicaid managed care in Texas. (Tom Fox/The 
Dallas Morning News)



that may have been provided to the Texas Legislature” and the federal government, which pays more than 
half the costs of Medicaid.

This data is fundamental to how Texas delivers health care to poor and disabled Texans. It’s used to deter-
mine what the state should pay companies each year. And lawmakers need it to budget for Medicaid — the 
state’s largest single expense.

Inflated encounter data could result in the state paying more for the same services, or make it appear a com-
pany is providing more health care than it really is.

The regulators recommended that the state suspend Amerigroup, which would have meant the company 
couldn’t take in new patients across much of Texas, records show.

That would have sent shockwaves through the state. The health commission would have had to scramble to 
place sick children and disabled adults into a new program, forcing them to switch doctors and specialists. 
Dealing with that disruption could have cost the state millions of dollars.

Months went by. Eventually, the audit problems just went away, staff members say.

Olga Gallardo, a spokeswoman for Amerigroup, blamed computer glitches for the overbilling and unreliable 
data, problems she says the company has worked with the state Health and Human Services Commission to 
fix.

“We take these matters very seriously,” she says. “Amerigroup has been very forthright with HHSC and the 
legislative community regarding our encounter problems.”

 Millions misspent
Texas is unusual in how it regulates managed-care companies. It pays billions first and asks questions later.

The state asks the companies to account for where the money went in hundreds of spreadsheets, and outside 
auditors do a surface-level check on that accounting once a year. If companies report profit margins above 3 
percent, they have to send some of that money back to the state.

In 2013, auditors looked at just 65 of Amerigroup’s expenses and found that 16 had “no identifiable benefit 
to Texas Medicaid programs,” including $650,000 in campaign contributions, legal-settlement payments and 
other inappropriate costs, according to documents The News obtained through the Texas Public Information 
Act.

In 2015, an inspector general report noted that Amerigroup had spent more than a half million dollars in 
Medicaid money on investment management, lobbying and parties.

Another deep dive, by the State Auditor’s Office, found Cigna’s HealthSpring plan was using Medicaid money 
for $3.8 million in stock options for executives, charitable donations and gifts.

Auditors questioned an additional $34 million the company spent on salaries and expenses that weren’t relat-
ed to Texas Medicaid.



By 2016, the health commission’s oversight was so sparse, disconnected and incomplete that the State Audi-
tor’s Office concluded that the commission had no “overall strategy” for monitoring the health plans.

 ‘A glossover of the horror’
Also troubling were the results of studies that Nancy Toll and other state nurses did from 2015 to 2017.

They focused on one portion of Medicaid managed care: the home- and community-based services waiver, 
which is supposed to help elderly and disabled people stay out of nursing homes. The state pays millions 
extra for companies to take care of those patients because they need special equipment and costly care like 
home nursing.

In 2015, the nurses found that companies were collecting more money from the state but weren’t providing 
extra services to hundreds of patients, records show.

After the nurses turned over all these violations to contract-compliance staffers, they calculated fines of at 
least $280 million, according to four current and former health commision employees.

But those fines disappeared.

Instead, records show, the Medicaid director in 2016, Gary Jessee, ordered “recoupments.” The state would 
demand a refund only for the patients whom staff members identified as not having received the higher level 
of care in their homes.

In total, the state recouped $223,159.37, records show.

Jessee told The News the commission didn’t levy huge fines because nurses had looked at only a small sample 
of patients. It was the first time the state had examined the issue, he says, and the commission hadn’t made it 
clear enough to the companies which patients should be upgraded to the more expensive program.

“It really wasn’t a willy-nilly decision,” says Jessee, who left the commission last July to work for Sellers 
Dorsey, a consultant firm filled with former commission staff members who now advocate for managed-care 
expansion. “That was the very first time we had ever done that review.”

But records show the state had found United Healthcare, then operating under the name Evercare, behav-
ing similarly years before. United was suspended briefly for that in 2011, records show, and was audited and 
fined.

Unlike fines, recoupments didn’t have to be reported to the public, allowing the companies to avoid scrutiny 
as they competed for Medicaid contracts here and in other states.

In 2017, the state ordered the nursing team to do another study of the same program.

Again, the team visited hundreds of patients in the same program and found the state was paying a higher 
premium for services that weren’t being delivered. Some patients had unmet needs so serious that the nurses 
recommended immediate intervention.

“What I experienced, looking at these cases, was a level of hopelessness that was very hard for me to process,” 



says Toll, who left the program last year to work for a nonprofit health care provider.

“As a nurse, and as a human being, I wanted so badly to be able to ensure that they received what we paid for, 
and that the taxpayers of Texas are seeing results for where their tax dollars are going.”

The violations her team found were the ones that contract monitors said should cost $102.2 million, but that 
ultimately became $11.7 million in fines.

Top officials push back on fines, Toll says, warning that some companies might stop doing business in Texas 
and the state would have no way to provide health care for millions of patients.

Last November, when the health commission submitted its report to lawmakers about what state nurses had 
found, it shrouded its significance in vague and bureaucratic language, Toll says.

“Everything is glossed over and distilled down into something that doesn’t accurately reflect what’s going on,” 
she says. “It’s a usual glossover of the horror.”

CORRECTION, July 5, 2018: An earlier version of this article inaccurately described Amerigroup as “raking 
in” at least $18 million in overpayments. While auditors found the company double-counted millions of dollars 
in medical spending in its reports to the state, those duplicates did not directly result in extra payments to the 
company.



Parents vs. 
the Austin machine

By J. David McSwane and Andrew Chavez
Published June 7, 2018

Texas families take 
fight for fragile kids 

to the Legislature

With her nine yr-old Aiden in tow, Hannah Mehta navigates the Texas State Capitol in Austin as she visits 
lawmakers offices about upcoming legislation related to healthcare funding for medically dependent 
children, Wednesday, April 19, 2017. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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Before she had a baby so sick he couldn’t leave the hospital for his first 
year, Hannah Mehta never dreamed she would need help from a govern-

ment health care program.
She and her husband had good corporate jobs, private health insurance and a big brick home in Flower 
Mound.

But Aiden, one of the triplets she had given birth to in 2007, had congenital defects and anomalies that mys-
tified doctors. His organs weren’t in the right places, his lungs were collapsed, and he couldn’t breathe or eat 
on his own. He underwent several surgeries before his first birthday.

His parents were determined to care for him at home. But he needed a lot: nursing, oxygen, a feeding tube. 
Just one of his drugs costs $10,000 a month. And the family’s insurance didn’t cover nearly enough.

Mehta quit her job to care for Aiden, and by the time he was 2, the family had spent all their savings. On 
the advice of a friend, she signed up for a program, paid for with state and federal money, designed to keep 
chronically sick kids alive and protect their parents from financial ruin. Unlike other Medicaid programs in 
Texas, this one helps families even if they aren’t extremely poor.

But in 2016, Texas stopped running this Medicaid program directly and turned it over to the private sector 
under a system called managed care, which already covered foster kids and many elderly and disabled Tex-
ans.

Mehta and parents like her learned their doctors weren’t going to accept the new program — it paid them 
too little and added too much red tape. Families suddenly had to search out new pediatric lung and brain 
and spine specialists who were willing to participate. There weren’t many.

The parents were desperate to protect their kids. “There’s no Plan B for our families,” Mehta says. “There’s 
nowhere else for them to go, outside of placing them in an institution.”

State health officials said there was nothing they could do — any changes to the new program had to come 
from the Legislature.

So the parents banded together, forming a shoestring nonprofit called Protect TX Fragile Kids. And they 
headed to Austin. If Texas lawmakers saw their children — in wheelchairs and gurneys, tethered to machines 
— then maybe they would change their minds.

The parents had no idea what they were up against.

 The revolving door
Two decades ago, Texas lawmakers sought cheaper, more efficient ways to provide medical care for poor kids 
and pregnant women. Some health care policy wonks said poor Texans would benefit from a system like 
the private sector’s HMOs — health maintenance organizations — to make sure they got basic care but not 
expensive, unnecessary treatments.

Under managed care, the state and federal governments pay a flat per-patient fee, which is meant to give 



health care companies an incentive to use the money wisely and provide better preventive care.
For one tiny and little known company, Centene Corp., Texas was the jet fuel it needed to build a national 
health care empire.

The Missouri company set up Superior HealthPlan to operate in Texas. And in 1998, it hired the head of the 
Texas health commission, Mike McKinney, as a vice president to help it get state business.

In 2001, Gov. Rick Perry hired his old friend McKinney as chief of staff. That year, Superior had about 55,600 
patients in El Paso, Austin and San Antonio, according to Centene corporate filings. By the time Perry left 
office, Texas was paying the company to care for nearly a million people, in every county of the state.

McKinney would later leave Austin to run rapidly expanding Centene operations in several states.

Such spins through what critics call Texas’ “revolving door” have become common.

Five of the last seven Texas health commissioners left the state government and began working for man-
aged-care companies as executives or lobbyists, state records show.

One former commissioner, Albert Hawkins, is vice chairman of the 
board of MCNA Insurance, which has a $600 million-a-year contract 
to provide state-funded dental insurance to poor Texans. The seventh 
commissioner, Charles Smith, retired May 31.

Counting McKinney, three people who served as Perry’s chief of staff 
became health care industry lobbyists. Two were close friends who 
had served with Perry in the Legislature in the 1980s, and they lobbied 
for health care companies before and after their time in the governor’s 
office.

Some industry lobbyists are now settling back into state jobs where they 
oversee the companies that previously paid them well.

Victoria Ford, a former senior adviser to Perry on health issues, lobbied 
for two major insurers and the Texas Association of Health Plans, a 
trade association controlled by managed-care companies.

She joined the health commission as its first “chief policy officer” in No-
vember, just 11 days after she told the state she was no longer lobbying 
for United Healthcare.

Some of Gov. Greg Abbott’s closest advisers also have ties to the man-
aged-care industry.

Walter Fisher, Abbott’s legislative director, is a former lobbyist for Cen-
tene, which is now the biggest player in Medicaid managed care in the 
state — and the nation.

Abbott’s policy director is John Colyandro, who previously led the 
Texas Conservative Coalition, a group that accepts money from man-



aged-care companies and publishes research in support of them.

In September, Abbott appointed a longtime United Healthcare 
lobbyist, Luis Saenz, as his chief of staff.

Abbott is a vocal defender of managed-care Medicaid and has 
accepted $122,500 in campaign donations from these companies 
in the last five years.
 
 Fragile Texans forced in
As the industry’s lobbying power grew, so did managed care.

A decade ago, Texas began moving foster children and disabled 
and elderly adults into managed care. Unlike the relatively healthy 
kids who make up most of the Medicaid population, these pa-
tients tend to need expensive long-term care such as home nurs-
ing and medical equipment like wheelchairs.

There were instant and pervasive problems, records show, includ-
ing complaints that managed-care companies were withholding 
medically necessary but costly care — a practice that critics say is 
the only way companies can increase profits while serving these 
patients.

By 2013, almost 82 percent of Texans in Medicaid — 3 million people — were covered by managed care. That 
year, David Dewhurst, who was then lieutenant governor and controlled the Senate, called for rolling in a 
new group, kids so sick they are described as “medically fragile.”

Mehta’s state senator, Republican Jane Nelson, wrote the bill that would place Aiden and roughly 160,000 
other children in the hands of private companies and a few nonprofits.

A year after that bill passed, Dewhurst’s longtime health policy adviser, Jamie Dudensing, became chief exec-
utive of the Texas Association of Health Plans, where she is a key defender of the program she helped create.

As the launch of the program dubbed STAR Kids neared in 2016, the president of Cook Children’s, a non-
profit managed-care provider in Fort Worth, warned health officials that the savings the state expected were 
“impossible to achieve” without taking medical services away from fragile kids.

Meanwhile, Mehta and other parents in Protect TX Fragile Kids wrote letters to Abbott and Lt. Gov. Dan 
Patrick, urging them to stop the rollout — but say they got no response.

 Concerns ignored
In September 2016, after months of asking for a meeting, Mehta met with Nelson, the state senator she had 
repeatedly voted to re-elect. Now chairwoman of the Senate Finance Committee, Nelson served for many 
years as head of the committee on health care and was involved in just about every major piece of legislation 
that expanded managed care.



“We thought, ‘Surely she doesn’t understand what she’s done,’” Mehta says. “‘We’ll just go to her and talk to 
her about what this means for our kids.’”

Mehta brought a dozen other parents and two doctors, who told the senator that the companies Texas had 
hired were known for denying legitimate medical claims.

They asked her to use her weight as the Senate’s top budget writer to delay the program a year, so the state 
could study the consequences of entrusting severely sick children to managed-care companies.

“We based our decision on finance,” Nelson told the parents, according to a recording of the meeting.

“While we’re looking at doing things more efficiently, and cost-containment measures, I want to make sure 
that we’re not doing things that would hurt someone,” she said.

Days later, Mehta says, when she called Nelson’s office back to find out what was being done, the senator’s 
staff told her “nothing was going to be changed.”

Nelson’s spokeswoman shared two letters the senator sent to the health commission, in September and Octo-
ber, asking officials to update her office on the STAR KIDS rollout.

“We care deeply about our children, and that is why we pushed the agency so hard to make accommodations 
during the transition,” Nelson said through her spokeswoman, Alexa Hoisager.

In early October 2016, about a month before STAR Kids was to go live, an advisory board that included 
doctors, managed-care executives and parents of medically fragile children urged the health commission to 
suspend the rollout for a year to ensure kids got needed care. Part of their concern was that the tool the com-
panies were going to use to determine each child’s medical needs hadn’t been fully tested.

The health commission rejected the advice.

So Mehta and other parents decided to take their fight to the Capitol, where the Legislature was convening in 
January 2017.

Before the legislative session began, about 100 lawmakers accepted campaign contributions from man-
aged-care companies, data shows. The companies also spent at least $5.4 million on lobbyists, more than in 
any previous year, according to filings with the Texas Ethics Commission.

 A wave of complaints
In January 2017, Texas’ medical director for Medicaid warned his colleagues that the state was unprepared 
for a substantial increase in denials of in-home nursing. Dr. Rajendra Parikh estimated that the man-
aged-care companies would double the rate of denials, emails show.

Parikh noted that for-profit companies were taking over care for about 60 percent of the new sick kids, and 
that “one of them” — a reference to Superior — “is consistently creating issues.”

In the program’s first three months, the health commission received more than 730 complaints from parents 



and health care providers — and the complaints would rise.

They were about children like Briar McCann, a 13-year-old quadriplegic with cerebral palsy in the San Anto-
nio area who can’t speak and can’t eat or breathe on his own.
“You can tell that he’s crying or screaming,” says his mother, Gabriela McCann, “but nothing comes out.”

The first week of 2017, Superior cut the hours of his nurses, she says. And it refused to cover any physical 
therapy, records show, telling his mother that the boy, whose spine is curved so severely it looks like an “S,” 
could instead benefit from “home exercise.”

His mother decided to take Briar to Austin to talk with members of the House, though it would take two 
nurses, a gurney, a stretcher, a medical van and days of planning.
Over the next several months, scores of parents took their kids to the Capitol to show lawmakers who was 
being affected by the new managed-care program.

Week after week, Mehta drove from Flower Mound to talk with whoever would listen, one hand pushing 
Aiden in a stroller while the other pulled a rolling case of documents and pamphlets that outlined problems 
with managed care. For example, kids were losing speech therapy, one of her bullet points noted, which helps 
them learn not only to speak but also to eat without choking.

At the end of January, more than seven hours into public testimony, one physical therapist for disabled chil-
dren told Nelson’s Finance Committee that “children are suffering.”

“One of our clients had his nursing hours cut even though the doctor was adamant that he needs 24-hour 
care,” said Ellen Osburn, owner of a therapy practice in Dallas.

She couldn’t name him, but she was referring to D’ashon Morris, a baby in Mesquite who had developed a 
dangerous habit of pulling out his tracheostomy tube, which kept his airway open.

Top: Kouri helps Briar’s mother bathe him in the shower at the McCann
home in Bulverde, north of San Antonio. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning 
News)

Bottom: An X-ray shows the severe S-curve of Briar McCann’s spine. 
(Courtesy of the McCann family)



“He pulled his trach,” Osburn told lawmakers, “and was found nonresponsive. He went from a just-about-to-
walk toddler to a Level 2 coma because of cuts …”

Before she could finish her sentence, a beep signaled that lawmakers had heard enough.

“Your time is up,” said Sen. Chuy Hinojosa, a McAllen Democrat who was running the hearing because Nel-
son had left.

As the legislative session dragged on, parents couldn’t understand why lawmakers weren’t doing anything.

In private, Mehta says, several legislators expressed concern and said they would intervene on an individual 
basis, but they wouldn’t dare introduce a bill about Medicaid — a dirty word in the Capitol.

“They’re all afraid of Jane Nelson,” Mehta says, referring to the veteran lawmaker.

Sen. Van Taylor, a Republican from Plano, intervened on behalf of 20 children who were denied nursing 
hours, equipment, drugs or need other help, according to his office.

“I’ve had multiple conversations with Van Taylor, face to face, where he says, ‘You come to me with your 
problems, and I’ll help you, just your family,’” Mehta says. “And I said, ‘What about all the other 168,000 
kids?’ They don’t want to hear that.”

Taylor, running for Congress, will not return the Legislature in 2019.

“After meeting with these families my immediate priority was advocating on their behalf and pressing for 
better outcomes. Working together we fought the bureaucratic maze, demanded answers, and made some 
meaningful strides,” Taylor wrote in a statement.

“However, the stories highlighted in the Dallas Morning News investigative series, as well as other dealings 
that we have encountered in our office fighting alongside our constituents, are heartbreaking and unaccept-
able. Texas must do better.”
Over the last decade, Texas legislators, members of Congress and other officials have complained to the 
health commission more than 2,300 times about problems with managed-care companies.

Abbott and his office have lodged 38 complaints, eight of which were related to constituents being unable to 
access care. Nelson’s office has filed 64 complaints.

Lawmakers submitted more than a hundred just about the program for medically fragile children, the pro-
gram that Mehta’s group was fighting, during its first year.

 Disasters ignored, profits soared
As the legislative session was coming to a close in May of last year, Mehta and her son had made the long 
drive up and down Interstate 35 dozens of times but hadn’t yet gotten a bill to the floor.

There was a final prayer. Sen. Lois Kolkhorst, a Republican from Brenham, had agreed to attach to a larger 
bill an amendment that would require the state to study alternatives to lumping disabled children into man-
aged care.



And Rep. Richard Raymond, a Laredo Democrat, was prepared to add an amendment that would allow par-
ents to choose between managed care and staying in traditional Medicaid, where the state pays doctors with 
no middleman.

Both efforts failed.

Over and over, officials told inquiring lawmakers that they were monitoring the rollout of the STAR Kids 
program. They chalked up many of the complaints to parents overreacting because they had to switch doc-
tors.

Mehta says that’s not so. “The more we dug into it, the more we learned about what was happening with oth-
er populations and what was happening with managed care in general,” she says. “And it’s a disaster.”

And financial results from the program’s first 10 months of operation raise questions.

Health care corporations made record profits — averaging more than $1,000 per child. But nonprofit health 
care providers in the program spent more on medical care per child than the health care corporations did 
and sustained heavy losses, a Dallas Morning News analysis of financial data found.

The nonprofits — run by local hospitals and doctors — lost an average of $1,800 per child. Those organi-
zations spent about 20 percent more of the taxpayer money they received on actual medical services than 
corporations that answer to Wall Street.

In many cases, nonprofits lost money in a part of the state where a for-profit insurer was able to make money. 
If the trends continue, the sick children in this new program will be far and away the most profitable patients 
for the companies like Superior and Amerigroup.

As lawmakers left Austin last June, Mehta wrote a Facebook post to the 1,500 members of Protect TX Fragile 
Kids:

“After this session, I don’t think any of us are under any illusions,” she began. The Legislature “is not focused 
on what is right or good for the people of Texas.”
Despite the discouraging results last year, Mehta says she and other parents — and their fragile kids — will 
flood the Capitol again.

“The companies have gotten away with this for so long because the other populations they were serving be-
fore us couldn’t speak up,” she says. “They are lining their pockets at the expense of a very vulnerable popula-
tion.”



‘Recipe for 
disaster’

By J. David McSwane and Andrew Chavez
Published Aug. 26, 2018

How a company’s refusal
 to cover medical costs 

is hurting sick foster kids 
in Texas

Tammy Bolin’s 12-year-old foster child plays on the floor of Bolin’s home outside Kerrville. Bolin took in the girl, now 12, 
after the child had a medical crisis at Bolin’s sister’s home, where Superior HealthPlan had refused to provide some of 
the nursing recommended by a doctor. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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Last summer, child-welfare workers dropped a disabled girl, two pairs of 
pajamas and some diapers at Lorna Spears’ home in Kerrville, about 100 

miles west of Austin. The 11-year-old could hardly see, couldn’t eat without 
choking and couldn’t survive without constant monitoring.
Spears knew that taking in a “medically complex” foster child would be tough, but she had watched her sis-
ter, a nurse who lived nearby, care for similar kids. Spears thought she could do it, too.

“I had raised my kids, and I just wanted to help,” says Spears, 52. “It’s just that motherly instinct.”

They had joyous moments, watching Disney’s Moana over and over, and laughing when Spears’ husband 
played Elvis songs on a guitar.

Often, though, Spears felt overwhelmed. The state assures foster parents that everything the children need, 
including expensive home nursing, will be provided by a health care company that it pays hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars each year.

But Superior HealthPlan wouldn’t provide enough medical 
supplies to keep the girl clean and comfortable, Spears says. 
Nor would the company pay for all the home nursing her 
doctor recommended, covering only 16 hours a day and leav-
ing Spears alone with the child for eight. Foster parents can-
not give consent for their children to be publicly identified, 
so The Dallas Morning News is withholding the girl’s name.

Nurses noticed Spears’ stress: “Fatigue with high demands,” 
one wrote last August. “Risk for caregiver breakdown.”

Soon after that warning, when the nurse had left for the day, 
the child went into shock and stopped breathing. “Her feet 
were black, and I was in total panic because I didn’t know 
what to do,” Spears says. “I was freaking out.”

Her sister, the nurse, raced over and stabilized the child. But 
last fall, Spears finally asked caseworkers to find the girl, now 
12, a new home.

“It broke my heart,” she says. “I cried and cried.”

Pervasive problems with Superior’s health care manage-
ment are worsening the state’s already troubled child-welfare 
system, a News investigation found. The company’s refusals 
to cover medical costs, from inexpensive diapers to costly 
treatments, have made some foster parents’ tough jobs nearly 
impossible.

Tammy Bolin uses a plastic ring to help a foster child 
learn to walk at her house outside Kerrville. Bolin took 
in the 12-year-old girl after she experienced a medical 
crisis at Bolin’s sister’s home, where Superior Health-
Plan refused to provide all of the home nursing the 
child’s doctor had recommended. (Tom Fox/The Dallas 
Morning News)



Foster parents, doctors and child-welfare workers have filed hundreds of formal complaints about the com-
pany in recent years. Judges in Houston have stepped in to order medical care that Superior has denied to 
foster kids. And families who have taken in medically needy children are backing out, The News found, add-
ing to the state’s drastic shortage of beds.

Superior says that it is committed to providing good care to the more than 30,000 foster kids it serves, and 
that it follows state rules to make sure the children “receive the right services in the right place at the right 
time.” The company declined to comment on specific cases, citing federal privacy laws.
Carrie Williams, a spokeswoman for the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, said that the state 
is doing a comprehensive review of Superior’s treatment of foster children but that any revamp to the pro-
gram probably won’t happen until the company’s contract extension ends in 2021.

Williams defends sticking with Superior. Far fewer foster children are on psychotropic drugs than a decade 
ago, she says, and the company has received high marks for making sure kids receive routine checkups.

Those measures indicate managed care may be working well for healthy children. The company and the state 
save money if those kids receive preventive care that keeps them out of the hospital, for instance.

But half of foster kids have significant physical or mental health problems, and about 200 at any time are so 
sick or disabled that they need special care in “therapeutic foster homes,” according to the state.

Therapeutic Family Life, one of the largest groups that place medically complex children, says Superior’s tac-
tics make it more difficult to find families to take in the kids, who otherwise can end up in expensive hospital 
facilities.

In just a few years, the agency has lost at least 23 beds for these children, says Janelle Holland, the group’s 
program coordinator. For foster parents, fighting for medical services becomes a full-time job, Holland says.

“The foster parents will give up on the children if they don’t have the services to meet their kids’ needs — 
because it’s not safe.”

 A monopoly over foster kids
The state’s child-welfare system has been dysfunctional for years, so much so that a federal court recently 
found that neglected and abused children were often worse off when they left foster care than when they 
came in. Children are often shuffled from home to home, and thus doctor to doctor, making it hard to ensure 
consistent and adequate health care.

Texas wanted to improve that system when it created the STAR Health program and hired Superior to run 
it more than a decade ago. Health officials hoped giving just one company control over foster kids in all 254 
counties would result in more consistent care.

Lawmakers were also trying to save money. As wards of the state, foster kids are enrolled in Medicaid, the 
government program that today provides health care for about 4 million Texans, including chronically sick 
kids, elderly and disabled adults and extremely poor people.

Under the old system, Texas used state and federal tax dollars to pay doctors directly for billed services. The 
state’s share of the costs was rising, and lawmakers were increasingly worried about fraudulent billing.



Superior, owned by Missouri-based Centene Corp., promised better health outcomes through “managed 
care,” which supporters said would reduce unnecessary costs and save taxpayer money while giving the com-
pany a small profit.

Other Medicaid managed-care programs, including those covering Texans with disabilities, give patients at 
least two companies to choose from. Because they have to compete for patients, the companies have incen-
tives to provide better care, experts say.
But thanks to generous terms set in managed care’s early, experimental years, Superior has enjoyed a monop-
oly over foster children, whose identities and well-being are shrouded by multiple layers of confidentiality.

“The state is paying this managed-care organization a lot of money to take care of our vulnerable kids, but 
that care is never getting to our kids,” says Tara Grigg Garlinghouse, a Houston lawyer and director of the 
Foster Care Advocacy Center, which represents foster children.

“Our children should not be responsible for bolstering the bottom line of a company,” she says. “I have no 
idea how Superior has maintained this contract for so long.”

 Big profits, big problems
Though foster children account for a tiny fraction of the Texas Medicaid population, in recent years they’ve 
been managed care’s most profitable line of business measured in dollars per patient. Superior makes twice 
as much profit on a foster child as it does on a patient in the traditional Medicaid plan for poor children and 

adults, state data shows.

Yet state health officials concede they’ve provided little meaning-
ful oversight of STAR Health, and their own data raises questions 
about Superior’s performance.

Each year, more and more foster parents are filing appeals over 
Superior’s medical denials; those appeals have climbed 31 percent 
since 2014 — more than for any other Medicaid managed-care 
program in the state.

The News reviewed more than 4,000 complaints lodged against 
Superior in the last three years. At least 375 were about the care 
of foster children, and 50 came directly from the state’s own 
child-welfare workers.

The Texas Department of Family and Protective Services is sup-
posed to advocate for foster children to get all the care they need, 
but it can’t force Superior to do anything.

“We may not always win, but our loyalty and service is always to 
the child,” says Patrick Crimmins, the department’s spokesman.

In June, the department began tracking when Superior denied 
care for foster children that was recommended by doctors or oth-



er medical providers. It counted about 450 denials in just six weeks, withholding everything from physical 
therapy to expensive home nursing and medical supplies.

The department launched that effort after The News published a series that showed managed-care companies 
were bolstering their profits at the expense of vulnerable Texans.

One article focused on a foster baby named D’ashon Morris, who was denied round-the-clock home nursing 
as part of a statewide cost-savings strategy Superior deployed. As the baby’s foster mother and doctors had 
warned he would if a nurse weren’t around, D’ashon pulled out his breathing tube, depriving his brain of ox-
ygen. He is now in a persistent vegetative state. The foster mother, who adopted him last year, has since sued 
Superior over his treatment.

State records show that when D’ashon’s caseworker tried to argue for more home nursing, Superior’s medi-
cal director complained that she and several other caseworkers were meddling. Dr. William Brendle Glomb 
threatened to protest to the state health commission, his former employer, whose top officials routinely hid 
the magnitude of problems with managed care, The News found.

Foster children have been caught in the middle of such bureaucratic tugs-of-war for years, internal emails 
suggest.

Just weeks before D’ashon’s life-altering injury, one caseworker wrote, “Foster parents are leaving due to the 
issues with STAR Health decreasing services.”

 Extra hurdles
Superior requires children to get approval before they can even see a specialist to be evaluated for physical, 
occupational or speech therapy.

In traditional Medicaid, in which the state pays doctors, that initial hurdle is explicitly prohibited. With other 
managed-care companies, a family doctor can refer patients to a specialist, who performs an evaluation and 
prescribes treatment.

Superior’s extra layer of approval limits its exposure to expensive claims while hurting the development of 
foster children, according to dozens of interviews with foster parents and disability lawyers. State health offi-
cials have known about the problem for years but have done nothing.

And when foster parents do cut through the red tape, Superior’s thin network of providers leaves them 
searching across the state to find appointments.

Late last year, Sharon Gerlach, a registered nurse and foster mom in Pearland, took in a 10-year-old girl who 
weighed 48 pounds and knew only nine words. She was in diapers and hadn’t been weaned from a bottle un-
til she was 8, Gerlach says, so she couldn’t eat on her own. She often threw tantrums, screaming and kicking, 
her only way to communicate.

The child needed speech therapy, a treatment dozens of health care providers and parents say Superior rou-
tinely denies. It helps children learn to socialize, but it’s also crucial in teaching children with developmental 
delays to chew and swallow food.



Between struggling to find providers and to get the layers of approvals Superior required, Gerlach says, it 
took seven months before the girl got therapy. During that time, Gerlach says, she called paramedics twice 
because the girl was choking on food, once ending up in the emergency room.

“A normal family that isn’t medically trained would just give up,” she says. “It was frustrating for me. I did a 
lot of cussin’.”

 ‘A recipe for disaster’
Some judges have become so fed up with poor health coverage for foster kids that they’re ordering the state 
to pay directly for services and medical equipment. So the child-welfare department is shelling out thou-
sands of dollars to respond to family-court orders, on top of the more than $920 a month that the state pays 
Superior for each child.

The state could provide no reliable data about how often it pays for court-ordered care. A spokesman said it 
isn’t often.

But in Harris County alone, three judges told The News they had signed dozens of orders for the state to pay 
out-of-pocket for speech therapy, household helpers, medical equipment and more.

“Even on a good day, the state is a lousy parent,” says Michael Schneider, the top judge in the Houston court 
that oversees thousands of cases involving foster children.

“When you compound that with a system that often denies coverage for these children,” he adds, “it’s a recipe 
for disaster.”

Earlier this year, Schneider issued a standing order requiring child-welfare workers to report each denial of 
care for every foster child who comes through his court.

In one order last September, a 
judge admonished Superior for 
creating barriers that were det-
rimental to a foster child who 
couldn’t get speech therapy.

In another case, Superior 
refused to provide a special 
“cranial helmet” that doctors 
prescribed for a child to prevent 
his misshapen head from be-
coming permanently deformed. 
Superior argued that it was a 
cosmetic matter that it wouldn’t 
pay for, a lawyer who represent-
ed the boy told The News.

But without the helmet, the boy 
would be deformed for the rest 

The 12-year-old claims a place at the table as nurses share updates during an evening shift 
change. As many as six medically needy children at a time live in the foster home, where 
Bolin says she routinely argues with Superior HealthPlan over their medical care.  (Tom 
Fox/The Dallas Morning News)



of his life, the judge concluded after considering recommendations from several physicians.

“It is the responsibility of Star Health/Superior HealthPlan to pay for such a device,” the order reads. “It is 
not in the best interests of any child to experience stigma in the form of a deformity due to the unfortunate 
circumstance that he or she was in foster care …”

 ‘Break people down’
Outside of Kerrville, in a ranch house that foster parents call “Careville,” the air is filled with the beeps and 
gurgles of medical machines, cartoon melodies and Tammy Bolin’s exasperated phone calls.

Bolin is the sister of Lorna Spears, who tried and ultimately couldn’t care for the girl who went into shock 
one night last year. The child lives with Bolin now, along with as many as five other kids, depending on the 
week. Sometimes, children go home. Sometimes they die here.

Almost daily, Bolin says, she’s arguing with someone at Superior, or calling a doctor to resend a prescription 
that the company denied because of a misspelling, or fighting because Superior reduced a kid’s nursing.

Her latest battle: She doesn’t have enough of the syringes she uses to measure out children’s medicines. She 
and the nurses have been reusing them over and over, and she’s worried a child might get an incorrect dose.

“We have to wash them so much, there’s no numbers on them,” Bolin says.

Among Bolin’s kids is a girl who was beaten so badly that she’s lost almost all brain function. At age 3, she’s 
had two strokes and a heart attack.

When Bolin leans down and speaks to the girl — “She’s sooo pretty,” Bolin says, pinching her cheek — the 
girl smiles faintly.

“That’s all she can do,” Bolin says.

In late 2016, Superior cut the child’s nursing; Bolin had to get a lawyer to fight the move, and even then suc-
ceeded only after state officials determined that the company’s nursing policy violated state and federal law.

“They try to break people down,” Bolin says of Superior. “So if you’ve got 10 foster parents and two of them 
give up, well, you just saved that much money.”



Stacked 
against them

By J. David McSwane and Andrew Chavez
Published Oct. 25, 2018

Texas patients 
lose in the state’s 
appeals system

Zak Farquer, now 22, is a former foster child who is confined to a motorized chair and is paralyzed following a childhood 
car accident in 2009. He’s in the unique position of being able to request his records and retell the many struggles he 
had with Superior HealthPlan, including for denials of care and equipment. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)
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The first time doctors prescribed a special breathing device for Zak 
Farquer, he had just woken from a coma in a Dallas hospital, paralyzed 

from the neck down. A car had crashed into the 13-year-old as he rode a 
scooter.
Over the next few years, four other doctors also said he needed the $13,000 machine, which pumps vapor 
medicine to clear out his lungs and prevent deadly infections. The state health commission agreed, ordering 
the company it hired to care for him to cover the cost of the equipment he has used every day since he left 
the hospital.

But the company ignored that order and refused to pay, again and again, according to his medical records. 
The company denied him other equipment, too. Six times in five years, Farquer had to get a lawyer and file 
formal appeals and complaints to get coverage for the treatment and devices his doctors prescribed, legal 
records show.

“I didn’t understand,” said Farquer, now 22. “I need this equipment to keep me alive and healthy.

“Why would you put my life on the line to save money?”

When health care companies hired by the state refuse to cover doctor-ordered medical treatments, patients 
and their families are supposed to be able to fight back through a so-called “fair hearing.”

In these proceedings, employees of the Texas Health and Human Services Commission weigh testimony 
from the patient and from the company, typically by phone. Experts say this system is crucial to making sure 
companies that manage the Medicaid health-care system aren’t boosting their profits by refusing to pay for 
treatments patients really need.

But in Texas, the system is stacked against patients, a Dallas Morning News investigation found.

Using state records and data, we reviewed the outcomes of 16,000 fair hearings over more than eight years 
and found:

• In more than two-thirds of the cases, the health-care companies prevailed over patients and their doc-
tors. The process in Texas is so arduous that half the patients give up before they get a ruling.

• Fair-hearing rulings don’t set precedent, allowing companies to deny the same service again just months 
later and forcing patients to appeal over and over. The state has made no attempt to track how often sick 
and vulnerable Texans get stuck on the fair hearing carousel.

• Patients can’t even invoke prior rulings that could help their cases because Texas keeps them hidden. Tex-
as is among only a handful of states that don’t make fair-hearing rulings readily available to the public.

• When patients do win, there is no enforcement mechanism to make companies pay up. In Farquer’s case, 
hearing officers twice ordered his managed-care provider to pay for medical equipment he needed, but 
the company simply didn’t.

• Fair hearings often concern critical long-term treatments, which are also the most costly services. Of the 
cases involving chronically sick and disabled children, for example, at least a third were for expensive in-
home nursing and therapy services.

After The News raised questions about the fairness of the process, Texas health officials said they would look 



at fair-hearing and complaint data “to identify concerning trends not only for service denials but also other 
issues related to access to care.”

State officials also say they are working to improve the information patients get about why companies are 
denying the treatments and how to appeal those decisions.

Texas pays more than $20 billion a year to private companies to manage health benefits for more than 4 
million Texans, most of them poor children. But the program also covers 30,000 foster kids, about 160,000 
severely sick children and more than 500,000 elderly and disabled adults.

While the program has a good track record of providing preventive care like vaccinations for healthy kids, it 
has often failed to meet the needs of sick Texans as lawmakers expanded “managed care” to include chron-
ically ill and disabled people. The companies receive a set payment per patient, so the less care they provide, 
the more taxpayer money they can keep.

The companies didn’t create Texas’ byzantine appeals system — but they definitely benefit from it.

Here’s how: Suppose a doctor prescribes an expensive treatment and asks the patient’s managed-care compa-
ny to pay for it. The company refuses.

The state requires patients to appeal directly to the company first. Weeks later, the company upholds its de-
nial, which is common. The patient then files for a fair hearing, which can take months, and gathers medical 
records and doctors’ notes to build a case.

If a patient is lucky, he or she is able to get a lawyer to help (though that’s rare). Finally, the patient calls the 
state hearing officer and presents a case; the company responds. The companies almost always win, so they 
seldom have to pay.

But suppose, against the odds, the patient prevails.

A few months later, the company denies the exact same treatment again. The whole process starts over.

“Their thinking is, ‘Well, we didn’t like that decision, so we’ll just try again,’” said Peter Hofer, a veteran dis-
ability lawyer who has represented clients in more than 200 of these proceedings.

“I have a case right now where we won a fair hearing in February, and then it was denied in May.”

Superior HealthPlan, the managed-care organization that repeatedly refused to cover Farquer’s special 
breathing device, said it follows state and federal rules and does not use the fair-hearing process as a way to 
reduce its costs. The company noted that Farquer never went without the equipment his doctors prescribed, 
though Superior fought against paying for it.

A company spokeswoman, Debra Danziger, said the number of patients who appeal to the state is a small 
fraction of the millions of Texans who receive care. About 86 percent of fair hearing appeals end in favor of 
companies, she said, which proves they are doing a good job of denying only unnecessary care.

But dozens of patients, parents and lawyers who’ve faced off against these companies say those stats show the 
system fails patients and protects companies.



 ‘Arbitrary and capricious’
Though each state runs its own fair-hearing process, the system was created by the federal government so 
that Americans who are denied government services could fight back without going to court.

By design, few cases get reviewed by real judges. But legal experts say one recent court ruling highlighted 
significant inequities in the state’s fair-hearing system.

Jessica Lukefahr was born with cerebral palsy, and her atrophied muscles and compressed organs cause her 
constant, severe pain.

In early 2013, when she was 26, her doctor prescribed a special wheelchair to lift her to a standing position to 
alleviate some of her suffering and allow her to keep working at the front desk of a small museum in Kings-
ville, southwest of Corpus Christi.

When the state refused to cover the cost of the wheelchair, she filed for a fair hearing, saying that in her 
unusual situation the special equipment was medically necessary. In March 2014, she testified along with her 
lawyer and a physical therapist and provided articles from a medical journal that showed how patients like 
her benefit from standing wheelchairs.

Two months later, a hearing officer ruled against her, arguing that she could use a cheaper device that would 
allow her to stand, but only in the same spot in her apartment.

Lukefahr then took the unusual step of requesting that lawyers for the state health commission take another 
look at her case.

Her chances of victory were slim. 
When The News reviewed the last 
four years of such requests, we 
found that only 19 out of 386, or 
5 percent, ended in the patients’ 
favor.

Sure enough, the state lawyers also 
ruled against her.

That’s when Lukefahr took an 
even more unusual step — she 
filed a lawsuit and asked a court 
in Travis County to review her 
case. The judge found that the 
fair-hearing ruling was “arbitrary 
and capricious,” a decision that 
wasn’t backed up by evidence.
The health commission took the 
case to Texas’ 3rd Court of Ap-
peals in June 2015. Jessica Lukefahr, now 31, makes a mug of tea with the help of a standing wheelchair. Lukefahr was 

denied that equipment in 2013 and eventually took her case all the way to Texas’ 3rd Court of Ap-
peals, winning in late 2016. Disability lawyers and advocates say her case exposed systemic flaws in 
the state’s appeals system. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)



The appeals court excoriated the state for its arbitrary decision-making and shifting justifications. “There was 
no more than a scintilla of evidence to support HHSC’s decision,” the court said, “… and no rational connec-
tion between the decision and the facts.”

Rather than providing a reasoned ruling, the court found, the hearing officer had simply listed a lot of facts 
that were “legally irrelevant.” Such lists are a common feature of fair-hearing decisions.

“If you read the findings of fact in the decisions, you’d think she was going to win because there wasn’t any-
thing adverse to her case,” said Lukefahr’s lawyer, Maureen O’Connell of the Southern Disability Law Center.

“It demonstrated some serious problems with the fair-hearing process.”

The court heard testimony from one state employee who said the supporting research Lukefahr submitted, 
from a peer-reviewed medical journal, wasn’t good enough. The health commission requires a “Level 1” 
study, that health official said.

That standard wasn’t in any of the state’s published rules and hadn’t been mentioned in the lower-court case. 
The state said it was an unpublished internal policy — which was not available to the public.

It took Lukefahr, now 31, nearly four years to get the chair. Today she can do some basic cooking, she said, 
and more important things: “For the first time, I was able to hug my mom properly without falling down.”

 A widespread problem
The health commission said it was just one bad case, but disability lawyers argue that Lukefahr exposed fun-
damental flaws in the state’s hearing system and raised questions about the treatment of thousands of other 
vulnerable Texans who must endure the same process.

Since 2015, Texas courts have received only 20 appeals from patients, commission records show. So until 
now, the vast majority of decisions have received zero scrutiny outside of the Texas health commission.

We analyzed thousands of cases that didn’t make it to court and found the arbitrary decision-making that 
judges criticized in Lukefahr’s case is a systemwide problem.

The News analyzed hearing decisions by more than 70 hearing officers from 2010 to 2018 and found patients’ 
chances of winning depend a lot on which hearing officer they draw.

If you’re lucky, you might draw Diana Ragsdale. She sided with patients 110 out of 128 times, or 86 percent 
of the time.

If you’re unlucky, you might end up with Patricia Trevino-Garcia, one of the state’s lead hearing officers. She’s 
sided with patients in only 49 of the 254 cases she heard, or 19 percent of the time.

Neither hearing officer responded to our requests for comment. But Christine Mann, a spokeswoman for the 
health commission, said Trevino-Garcia hears “more complex, high-profile and medically sensitive cases” 
and shouldn’t be compared to Ragsdale.

“The chips are stacked against the client from the very beginning,” said Terry Anstee, a lawyer with Disability 



Rights Texas who has represented patients in about 80 fair hearings.

“Especially,” he added, “if you know that hearing officer rules for the managed-care organization on a regular 
basis.”

Most patients and their families do not have lawyers when they go into fair hearings, he noted, so they’re 
outgunned when they face off against company executives.

The state doesn’t track how often patients bring lawyers to these hearings, but The News reviewed paper 
records, the only way to find the attendees, from more than 1,000 fair hearings involving children. Only 6 
percent of those patients had a lawyer.

Mann said hearing officers are trained to guide patients through the appeals process.

“These officers go to considerable lengths to allow them every opportunity to make their case without impos-
ing technical requirements,” she said.

 Texas among the worst
Another big reason patients are likely to lose is that fair-hearing officers aren’t doctors or lawyers. They are 
state employees whose charge is to determine whether the health care companies follow guidelines on what 
is medically necessary — rules that the companies write for themselves.

Texas sets broad standards for medical necessity, but each of the 20 managed-care organizations interprets 
and applies those standards differently. The policies are constantly changing and are seldom available to the 
public.

That’s a national problem, said Sarah Somers, a managing attorney at the National Health Law Program.

She said Texas makes matters worse by not making hearing decisions easily accessible to the public, as most 
states do, despite a federal rule that says “the public must have access” to decisions.

In New York, patients can go to the state’s website and search nearly a decade of hearing decisions. Several 
other states provide decisions to patients for free upon request.

Here, patients must make a formal request for records under the Texas Public Information Act, a costly pro-
cess that can take months. When The News asked for a year of decisions, the state said the documents would 
cost more than $3,000.

“The public really doesn’t have access if you have to pay thousands of dollars and make a records request,” 
Somers said, adding that most people who rely on Medicaid are very poor.

A state spokeswoman said that the commission was working toward posting decisions online but that re-
moving personal information would take “considerable time.”

Other states automatically review cases in which companies deny care, long before patients file for a fair 
hearing. In Delaware, state nurses examine each patient appeal; in Tennessee the state health agency assesses 
appeals that companies uphold.



A report from federal watchdogs found that those states overturned denials, siding with patients, about twice 
as often as in states that, like Texas, don’t double-check the companies’ decisions.

 Targeting expensive care
Last year, Texas lawmakers gave companies billions of dollars’ worth in more business by turning over the 
care of about 160,000 chronically sick and disabled children, most of whom rely on expensive treatments and 
equipment.
Immediately, complaints and appeals surged — and so did fair hearings. In 2017, the state heard more than 
3,500 cases, a 35 percent increase from the year before.

Two-thirds of those new cases were from parents of medically fragile children whose care had just been 
handed over to managed-care companies under the program called STAR Kids.

More than a third of those parents withdrew before their hearings without getting anything, state data shows. 
And when a hearing did occur, the state hearing officer ruled against patients 76 percent of the time.

One out of every three fair hearings filed by STAR Kids parents were about in-home nursing and therapy, 
which can cost managed-care organizations hundreds of dollars a day per child.

In hearings involving the most expensive services, companies often send high-powered executives to argue 
against parents and patients. When that happens, the companies almost always win.

Superior’s medical director, Dr. William Brendle Glomb, appeared at 18 hearings in the appeals reviewed 
by The News — all of them about expensive nursing and equipment. In 17 of those, the hearing officer sided 
with Superior.

Left: Matthew Kipe, a nurse, feeds Zak Farquer, now 22, in his father’s 
home in Killeen. Farquer was paralyzed from the neck down in 2009 
when a car struck him as he rode on a scooter. Superior HealthPlan re-
peatedly refused to pay for medical equipment that Farquer’s doctors 
said he needed, forcing him to appeal, legal records show.

Top: Zak Farquer’s stepmother, Crystal Farquer, covers the tube of his 
intrapulmonary percussive ventilator so he can speak
during a treatment at his father’s home in Killeen. Multiple doctors — 
and the state health commission — agreed that he
needed the $13,000 device, but records show Superior HealthPlan 
refused to pay, again and again. (Tom Fox/The Dallas Morning News)



Until Superior hired him in 2013, Glomb, a lung specialist, was medical director of the state health commis-
sion. He did not respond to requests for comment.

“Our track record demonstrates our commitment to our members to provide all services that are medically 
necessary,” Superior’s spokeswoman wrote in her lengthy statement.

In 2015, Glomb represented Superior against Farquer, the scooter accident victim whose doctors said he 
needed a special breathing machine called an intrapulmonary percussive ventilator, or IPV. Farquer’s med-
ical records show Glomb said the paralyzed young man could use a cheaper option, a vest that vigorously 
shakes patients to loosen mucus in their airways.

Superior’s spokeswoman told The News that it refused to pay for Farquer’s machine because that equipment 
isn’t covered by Medicare, an unrelated federal program for the elderly; nor is it typically covered by Medic-
aid for adults, she said.

Two separate fair-hearing officers concluded that those arguments didn’t hold up under a state law that says 
Medicaid patients under age 21 must be given everything for which they have a medical need.

And Farquer’s need was copiously documented; his team of doctors repeatedly told Superior that Farquer 
couldn’t use a vest because his spine was fused with metal rods. Shaking him could seriously hurt him.

In a March 2015 letter to a fair-hearing officer, one of Farquer’s doctors accused Glomb of ignoring state 
guidelines about medical necessity.

“Our conversation was fruitless,” Dr. Jorge Velazco wrote, because Glomb said he was going to deny the de-
vice “no matter what.”

Through his hospital, Velazco declined to comment.

Farquer ultimately won that appeal.

Last year, Farquer dropped Superior and entered a different Medicaid managed-care program through Unit-
ed Healthcare. Since then, he said, he’s been able to get all the equipment and care he needs.

He lives with his family in Killeen, sips Monster energy drinks through a straw, displays a lava lamp near his 
bed and boasts a collection of earrings from Hot Topic. Life is pretty good now, he said — as normal as he 
can expect.

Asked what he would do if he had the power to fix the Medicaid managed-care system in Texas, Farquer 
offered a simple solution:

“I’d put the people first,” he said. “I wouldn’t care about how much money I made. I wouldn’t put someone’s 
life on the line for money.”
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Texas spends $22 billion every year to buy health care for its most vulnerable 
residents. But taxpayers aren’t getting their money’s worth. 

As The Dallas Morning News reported this year, thousands of elderly and disabled Texans can’t get the medical 
care they need. Many chronically sick children have to fight for life-sustaining treatments. Countless foster 
kids can’t get doctors’ appointments.

Under a program called Medicaid managed care, health care companies promise to save taxpayer money and 
to help patients by hiring care coordinators to connect them with doctors and treatments.

But Texas cannot prove it is saving money, and the state’s own analysts found that most patients aren’t getting 
much — or any — care coordination.

The good news is that Texas leaders can fix this mess. We interviewed more than a dozen experts, looked at 
what’s working in other states, and identified eight specific steps that could mend the state’s broken public 
health-care system and protect vulnerable Texans.

Some require action from lawmakers, who convene in Austin in January. But most could be implemented by 
Gov. Greg Abbott’s administration now.

Abbott, who ultimately controls the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, has defended managed 
care and hasn’t publicly offered any clear solutions. Last month, The News provided Abbott’s office detailed 
explanations of the reforms that experts recommend. But his spokesman, John Wittman, repeatedly declined 
to address our inquiries. 

State health officials, meanwhile, have taken some steps in response to our reporting. Those fixes include hiring 
100 more regulators and nurses to ensure patients get the care they qualify for; changing the way the health 
commission monitors the networks of doctors that health-care companies advertise; and improving the way it 
handles appeals from patients who are denied doctor-ordered treatments.

But if Abbott and lawmakers want to improve care and 
crack down on companies that fail, experts say they 
should consider more substantial reforms:

 1. End the incentive to deny care
Managed care spread to almost 40 states in large part 
because lawmakers want a predictable way to budget for 
the rising cost of health care for poor, sick and disabled 
residents. 

Rather than paying doctors’ bills directly, as it used to do, 
Texas now writes a few giant checks to a handful of health 
care companies. These for-profit operations promise to 
save taxpayers money by negotiating reduced rates from 
doctors and nurses, cracking down on unnecessary treat-
ments, and ensuring patients get preventive care.

Texas officials say it’s impossible to tell if the state has 

There are a number of potential fixes for Texas’ managed-care 
problems that Gov. Greg Abbott could put into place without 
the need for legislators to take action. (Nick Wagner/Austin 
American-Statesman)



saved money with managed care. Multiple national studies and reviews by officials in other states have also 
come up empty when looking for the cost savings that managed-care companies and their lobbying groups 
profess.

Budget analysts in Iowa, for instance, found that per-patient costs nearly tripled after it handed Medicaid to 
private companies. 

Texas pays these companies huge sums before any care is delivered, using a monthly per-patient fee. The 
companies in turn decide which treatments they’ll cover and which doctors they’ll pay. They take the risk 
that the overall cost of care won’t surpass their revenue.

This system appears to work well for healthy people — immunizations and routine physicals occur more of-
ten, for example. But we found widespread problems when it came to patients who need intensive treatment 
and expensive medical equipment. 

This system also financially rewards companies when they withhold care Texans need, we found. With that 
cash in hand, companies can increase or maintain profits by skimping on care. Or they drive down payments 
to doctors, who simply stop accepting Medicaid, leaving thousands more patients struggling to get appoint-
ments. 

Experts say Texas lawmakers should consider what state legislators did in Connecticut, which experienced 
the same problems now plaguing Texas. Lawmakers concluded that putting millions in company coffers first, 
and hoping they use it to deliver proper care, wasn’t working for patients and wasn’t saving the state money.

So, in 2012, that state’s legislature took back the financial risk and responsibility of caring for Medicaid 
patients. Connecticut now pays doctors and hospitals directly, which means corporate bottom lines aren’t 
affected by the amount of health care patients need.

The state’s lawmakers didn’t abandon managed care altogether. They kept paying nonprofits and companies a 
flat rate, but only to coordinate patients’ medical care and handle administrative tasks.

“It’s been an improvement for everybody in Connecticut in terms of the patients that we represent, the 
providers and the state paying the bills,” says Sheldon Toubman, a disability lawyer at the New Haven Legal 
Assistance Association.

Now, for-profit companies in Connecticut “don’t have their thumb on the scale for whether this kid gets 
surgery or not because it doesn’t come out of their bottom line,” he adds. “It comes out of the state’s bottom 
line.”

Connecticut’s health agency reported that it now spends less per patient on medical care and far less on 
overhead costs — about 3 percent vs. the almost 13 percent Texas pays. And more doctors are willing to see 
Medicaid patients.

This requires legislative change.

 2. Actually coordinate care
A report last year by Texas’ nonpartisan Legislative Budget Board found that “most members in man-



aged-care programs receive minimal or no coordination services from their managed care organization.”
That is contrary to the entire idea of managed care.

Last year, medical-school researchers looked at national data on children in managed care to see if their 
needs were being met with the help of a care coordinator. They found that paying family doctors, instead of 
managed-care companies, to coordinate medical treatments led to clear improvements.

National experts say Texas should hold managed care companies accountable for providing care coordina-
tion, and wrest control from them if they fail. That could mean paying local doctors or nonprofits instead.

Minnesota, for example, will soon allow patients to work directly with a local health clinic instead of a mas-
sive corporation. New Mexico trains local public health departments to coordinate patient care.

Abbott’s administration has flexibility to tailor its contracts and, with approval from the federal government, try 
new models for care coordination.

 3. Investigate, track and penalize bad behavior
For years, top Texas health officials have quietly reduced hundreds of millions of dollars in fines against com-
panies that violated the terms of their contracts.

Last year, under Abbott’s watch, at least $90 million in fines disappeared. In his last act as health commis-
sioner, Charles Smith, a longtime Abbott aide, said he reduced those fines because the agency needed a 
better system for adding up penalties.

Rep. Sarah Davis, a Houston-area Republican leading the House investigation prompted by our series, told 
The News those reductions were “suspicious.” Managed-care organizations, or MCOs, that fail should be 
fined, and that process should be more transparent, she says. 

Financial penalties are “really the only thing we have to hold these MCOs accountable,” Davis says, “and if 
you disregard them, you’re going to see what we have here, which is a really clear pattern of denying services 
to needy populations.”

She and Rep. Richard Raymond, the Laredo Democrat who leads the House Human Services committee, 
said they may want to refocus the health commission’s vast investigative department. 

Lawmakers designed the Office of Inspector General to uncover and penalize doctors who commit fraud. 
But that system is antiquated, critics say, because about 92 percent of Medicaid patients are under the care of 
companies that — by law — are supposed to investigate fraudulent bills from doctors themselves. 

Abbott’s administration can enforce the contracts, improve oversight and increase transparency without any 
legislative action. Lawmakers can redesign the Office of Inspector General to investigate problems with man-
aged-care organizations.

 4. Make sure vulnerable people have access to treatments
Patients across Texas are having trouble getting appointments with doctors and specialists. That’s because 
some companies have been vastly overstating the number of doctors and specialists available to treat them. 



Texas officials have known about this crisis but repeatedly given the companies a pass.

After The News exposed huge gaps in the networks, the state’s Medicaid director promised stricter enforce-
ment and better oversight. 

But experts say to truly fix the problem, lawmakers need to make Medicaid more attractive to good doctors. 

A recent national study commissioned by The Physicians Foundation found that 30 percent of Texas doctors 
don’t accept Medicaid patients, almost twice the national average. Surveys by various groups have blamed 
low pay for doctors and onerous paperwork required by managed-care companies. 

Experts say lawmakers should force companies to reduce red tape and to pay doctors competitively. 

Abbott’s administration can crack down on inadequate networks and penalize failing companies without leg-
islative reforms. Lawmakers could pursue broader reforms, such as increasing funding and rates for Medicaid 
providers, or follow the lead of some states that set minimums for what managed-care companies pay doctors.

 5. Fix the state’s unfair appeals system
When health care companies refuse to cover doctor-ordered medical treatments, patients are supposed to be 
able to fight back through a so-called fair hearing. But The News found that this process heavily favors com-
panies, which prevail more than two-thirds of the time.

To fix this, the state should “completely start over,” says Peter Hofer, a disability lawyer in Austin. The notice 
patients get when a company refuses to cover care “doesn’t tell you anything,” he says. “It’s supposed to give 
you specific reasons that pertain to your individual medical condition.”

The texts of hearing decisions, which Texas effectively keeps secret, should be made available online so pa-
tients can invoke prior rulings that might help them, Hofer says. A spokeswoman said that the commission 
is working to make the decisions public but that it would take “considerable time.”

In New York, patients can search nearly a decade of hearing decisions online. In Delaware, state nurses ex-
amine each patient appeal. In Tennessee, the state health agency assesses appeals that companies uphold.

Some states allow patients to ask independent medical professionals to review, and perhaps overturn, com-
pany denials. Texas declined to create such a program, despite encouragement from the federal government.

All of these reforms could be enacted by Abbott’s administration. 

 6. Give foster kids another option
Texas should reconsider its contract with the single company charged with providing health care for 30,000 
foster children, more than half of whom have special needs, advocates say. For more than a decade, Superior 
HealthPlan has been the sole Medicaid company available to foster kids, a state-sanctioned arrangement that 
critics say gives the company no market incentive to provide quality care. 

Tara Grigg Garlinghouse, co-founder of the Foster Care Advocacy Center in Houston, says Superior would 
be forced to improve its services to foster children if other companies could compete for those patients.



“They get X amount of dollars for X amount of kids, regardless of what services they provide,” says Grigg 
Garlinghouse, a lawyer who represents disabled foster children.

Pervasive problems with Superior’s health care management are worsening the state’s already troubled 
child-welfare system, TheNews’ investigation found.

Michael Cation, a Superior spokesman, said that the company has received high marks for making sure 
foster children receive routine doctor visits and that the number of complaints it receives are small compared 
with the services it provides.

“STAR Health is helping to improve the lives of Texas foster children,” he said in a lengthy statement. “The 
percentage of STAR Health members between the ages of 3 to 6 years who have had one or more well child 
visits with a primary care physician in a given year has consistently been above the 90th percentile when 
compared with all other Medicaid plans nationally.

“We remain committed to continuing to provide quality, continuous care to one of Texas’ most vulnerable 
populations,” he added.

But judges in Houston have stepped in to order medical care that Superior has denied to foster kids, The 
News found. And families who have taken in medically needy children are backing out, adding to the state’s 
drastic shortage of beds.

D’ashon Morris, a foster baby in Mesquite, suffered a catastrophic brain injury after the company refused 
to provide the home nursing his foster mother, nurses and doctor said he needed, state records show. In 
August, despite those failures, Abbott’s administration gave Superior a three-year extension on its exclusive 
$350 million-a-year contract. 

Abbott’s administration can explore canceling its contract with Superior or allowing competitors to bid when 
it lapses in 2021. Lawmakers could require that foster parents have a choice between at least two companies, a 
requirement in other Medicaid programs. 

 7. Take back control of medical guidelines
D’ashon Morris’ home nursing was initially denied as part of a broader cost-savings strategy, internal state 
memos show; without state approval, the company tweaked its own policy to make it easier to deny one-on-
one nursing for sick foster kids. Records obtained by The News show state nurses determined that this policy 
violated the state’s contract and state and federal law — only after the damage had been done.

While the state sets broad guidelines on what care should be covered, 20 different companies have 20 differ-
ent sets of interpretations and rules that doctors, patients and state appeals officers struggle to navigate.

Texas should throw this system out the window, and create one definitive and clear set of rules that everyone 
must follow, says Sarah Somers, a lead attorney with the National Health Law Program. “It would be a big 
step in the right direction,” she says. 

The Texas health commission also needs to listen to medical professionals, whose opinions are supposed 
to receive substantial deference, says Maureen O’Connell of the Southern Disability Law Center. But state 
officials do the opposite, she says.



“It leads to very inconsistent decision-making,” she says. “And in the end it’s just arbitrary; it’s unfair.” 

Abbott’s administration can consolidate medical necessity guidelines and provide more oversight of medical deci-
sions without legislative action. Abbott and lawmakers also could work together to create and fund a consumer 
protection office that can swiftly advocate for patients who are denied care.
 
 8. Let sick and disabled kids opt out
In 2015, Texas lawmakers voted to push about 160,000 extremely sick and disabled children into managed 
care.

The next year, an advisory board warned the health commission that the system couldn’t handle these kids. 
The state’s tool for grading what care they needed hadn’t been properly tested. Parents were already having 
problems with the companies.

But the commission rushed forward with STAR Kids anyway. Complaints, appeals and interventions from 
concerned lawmakers immediately surged.

The News analyzed financial data from STAR Kids’ first year and found that for-profit companies made about 
$1,000 per child while nonprofit managed-care organizations, which spent more on actual health care, lost 
$1,800 per child.

That case study shows the state should consider letting these families opt out of managed care, says Anne 
Dunkelberg, a health care policy analyst with the Austin-based Center for Public Policy Priorities.

“We have to question whether there’s room for profit, whether it’s really allowable to trade away some of the 
care those kids need — for a profit,” she says. 

As of last year, 20 states either exempt children with high medical needs from managed care or allow families 
to opt out if they would rather have traditional Medicaid.

This requires legislative action.
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